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Governor's plan greeted
with enthusiasm, caution

Short nap

Photo by MARLYN SNYDER

WARMER WEATHER recently has caused many students to
break out their shorts during the winter season. This student has
, apparently decided that Waterfield Library Is not a good place to
aport hla winter shorts but also to take a nap.

By KEVIN PATTON
. McDougal, director of student
financial aid. However, it is
Ed1tor In Chief
A plan by Gov. Wallace uncertain exactly how many
Wilkinson could mean that current students would be eligi·
most Kentucky students could ble since this figure does not inattend college without paying clude students who did not file
any tuition; however, the ques- financial aid forms.
The number of students who
tion remains JiB to how the state
are not presently attending colcan fund such a plan.
Last month, Wilkinson asked lege that might take advantage
Kentucky's eight university of Wilkinson's offer is even
presidents to study his proposal more difficult to determine.
"The figures could be
to give free tuition, beginning
in July 1990, to students with astronomical," McDougal said.
"acceptable academic standing "If the program is marketed
and family resources of less state-wide by the governor, the
state legislature and people in
than $30,000."
Others, including indepen- higher education, then by addent students, may also be eligi- ding the segment of people who
think the cost of attending col·
ble, according to the proposal.
lege
is out of their reach, we
The cost of such a program is
unclear. "It is very difficult to could increase the college atten·
determine what the cost will ding rate.''
According to the 1980 U.S.
be," President Kala M. Stroup
said. In order to effectively Census, 83.6 percent of Kendetermine the cost of the pro- tucky's families earned less
gram, the presidents must than $30,000.
The cost of the program has
determine how many students
already in college will be eligi- been estimated to be $150
tile ana liow many additional million annua1ly. "'Stroup said
students will enroll under the that is a conservative figure
governor's plan, she eatd. Both which anticipates only a ten
of which are difficult tasks.
percent growth in the
Based on financial aid forms universities.
on file. 2,900 Murray State inFreed Curd, state represenstate students would be eligible tative from Murray, said he did
for this program, said Johnny not know many college students

who would refuse the free tuition. "The only problem is how
are we going to pay for it," Curd
said. " It (higher education) is
not being properly funded
now."
For the increased number of
students, the .s tate would have
to pay the universities the tuition and the portion of the student costs that the state already
pays.
The state will have to give the
University more money than
they are presently giving,
Stroup said, in order to make up
for the increased costs of having
more students.
Although there are some probl(•ms with the proposal, Stroup
~:~aid she is pleased with the inlent of the governor's plan.
"The intent C1f the program is
to encourage people who think
college is out of their reach to
attend college," she said. "I
think one can see the governor
is trying to make college more
affordable for Kentuckians."
By increasing the education
level of the work force, Ken·
tucky would then have a much
stronger work force, Stroup
said.
"I think the thing about this
See FREE
Page6
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Lines will be cut
at 4:30 today
By KEVIN PATTON
Editor in Chief
The south end of Murray
State's campus will be without
phone service for most of the
weekend so that repairs can be
made to some telephone lines.
Jim Deboer, director of com·
munications, said the lines will
be cut about 4:30 p.m. today,
and some areas of the campus
might be without service until
Sunday.
.
The lines will be cut in order
to repair damage that occurred
because of the construction in
the General Services Building
parking lot.
Deboer said the lines were
damaged when they were dug
up by a backhoe. The workers
were aware that the phone lines
were in that area, but were
unaware that they were digging
that close to the line&, he said.
Telephone service to Wells
Hall , Blackburn Science
Building and Waterfield
Library bas been hampered
because of the damage, Deboer
said.
None of the residence halls,
except possibly Woods Hall, will
be affected by repair work.
Deboer said he will not know if

Photo by MARLYN SNYDER

CONSTRUCTION IN THE PARKING lot by the General Services Building has caused telephone
problema on other parts of the campus. Some telephone lines were damaged when they acclnentally dug up by a backhoe. For Information on the construction work see the story on page 2.

Woods Hall is among those being cut off until the lines are
cut.
The workers will possibly cut
1,200 numbers, including the
KATS lines, he ~id.

Among the numbers to be out
of service is the department of
public safety. "We will try to
get them back on f'rrst," Deboer
said.
Buildings from the Currie

Center to the south end of the
campus will be without phone
service, he said.
"We are trying to keep the inconvenience to a minimum,"
Deboer said.
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Studelits work in local company
By TERESA BRAGG
Staff Writer

Many students do not have
the money to ftnance a college
education and must find a job to
help with tuition and other
expenses.
The Briggs & Stratton Co. in
Murray has given students this
opportunity since January 1986
with its student employment
program. The company produces approximately 6,000
small engines daily.
The concept of the program
was developed by Doug Hooking, personnel director and Dick
Fotsch, plant manager.
" We saw a student employment program as an opportunity to do something
mutually beneficial for area
Murray State _students and for
Briggs & Stratton," Hocking
said.
" If anything, it has exceeded
our ' expectations and, as a
bonus, enabled us to develop an
even closer relationship w1th
the University community," he
said.
The program currently
employees 125 students from
Murray State, Paducah Community College and the West
Kentucky State Vocational
Technical School.
"It's a real good program,"
said Shaun Sallee, a sophomore
from Murray.
Sallee and his wife, Vickie,
are employeed at the company.
" Not many students can
make that much an hour,"
Sallee said.
Sallee , who ha s been
employed at the plant for approximately ,one year, said the
beginning pay -- is good and
gradually studt;nts get raises.
"The money is great," said
Mrs. Sallee, a psychology and
social work major.
Working and attending school
cuts down on ones social llfe
during the week, she said.
"It's time consuming. Most of
your free time is for studying,"
Mrs. Sallee said.
The students in the program
are eligible for vacation and
holiday benefits, the company's
retirement program and for in-

surance through the group
plan.
"We want to provide students
with a job, so they can stay in
school,'' Scott said.
The majority of the students
work 30 hours a week from 4
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Some students who have class
schedule conflicts work only
12-hour and 18-hour shifts each
week.
"They're a very ambitious
group," Scott said. "Besides being extremely productive, the
second shift environment is •
unlike any I've seen. The interest, enthusiasm and energy
level of these young people
create a great work tempo."
The student is monitored
academically and has to main·
tain a 2.0 grade point average.
The company also honors those
who achieve a high academic
standing.
"We do give quite a bit of
recognition. We give gifts to
employees that graduate and
make the dean's list,'' Scott
said.
The program has been successful, and the company does
plan to keep it, Scott said.
"I think you'll see this type of
program in other industries,"
Scott said.
The program does have a high
turnover rate, but this does not
present a problem because of
the number of students
available for employment.
"We knew it would happen,
particularly at certain times of
the year such as late summer,"
he said. "We would like to cut
the rate of turnover down, and
we have been successful in
developing procedures, including some work-schedule
flexibility to deal with it."
Before starting the job all
students and full-time
employees attend a three-night
class on economics, safety,
blueprint reading and the
anatomy of an engine.
Scott said that if an internship is available in a student's
field of study they try to offer
Photo by BARRY JOHNSON
that also. One of the fields that
often has intenships available
KIM JONES, a freshman f rom Murray1 1e one of 125 Murray State students who work the second'
is occupational safety engineer- shift at the Briggs & Stratton plant In Murray. Her husband, Mike, also used to work on the same
ing and health, Scott said.
student-work program.

Two faculty get chance
to travel, teach in. China
By STEPHANIE STEPHENS
Staff Writer

Many people only dream of
being able to travel overseas,
but for two members of Murray State's faculty , that dream
became a reality.
Audra Alexander, librarian
and assistant professor, and
Bonnie Higginson, professor of
elementary and secondary
education, were able to participate in a University faculty exchange program with
Yunn'a n Normal University in
the Kunrning province of the
People's Republic of China.
The women actually split
the time they spent at the
university. Alexander left. the
first of September and return-

ed around Thanksgiving,
while Higginson arrived at
Thanksiiving and did not
depart until Jan. 16.
Both taught composition,
oral practices, American
Literature and post-graduate
modern English.
Alexander said she was interested in the exchange program because of her interest
in the Orient. She said both of
her parents had been before
and had enjoyed it very much.
Fortunately, Alexander was
able to take her mother and
her seven-month·old son,
Paul, with her for her the
12-week stay.
Her mother went along to
take care of Paul while Alex-

ander was teaching, but
things did not go quite as planned, she said.
"As soon as we arrived, my
mother was recruited to teach
also," Alexander said. "She
had never taught school a day
in her life."
Alexander said the Chinese
believe the Americans are the
best teachers of the English
language and prefer that they
teach it. Many times they try
tc recruit tourists to fill their
teaching staffs because they
are that desperate for English
teachers.
Alexander and Higgi.nson
were paid their Murray State
See CHINA EXCHANGE
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Drainage tunoel breaks fixed
The physical plant is continuing repairs, which began
Jan. 19, on breaks in Murray
State's main drainage tunnel
near the General Services
Building and tennis courts
and at the tunnel's entrance
on 16th Street.
Harry Milton, physical
plant engineer, said a concrete floor will be poured at
the tunnel's entrance on 16th
Street, and breaks in the tunnel will be repaired at the
other sites.

Outlaw Contracting Co. of
Hopkinsville, which is in
charge of the repairs. is expected to finish the project in
April, said Ed West, physical
plant director.
"Part of the tunnel had
started to break, and another
portion bad deteriorated,"
West said.
Also 130 feet of tunnel by
the tennis courts across from
the General Services
Building will be repaired,
Milton said.

CORRECTION
In the Jan. 27 issue of The
Murray State News, the graphic
on Page 2 titled Battling the
myths of a high-priced college
education listed yearly tuition
rates for various colleges and
universities around the
country.
The tuition rates listed for

Murray State were for each
semester. The graphic should
have said Murray State's tuition is $1,060 in state and
$1,460 for border county
students.
The News regrets any confusion this error may have
caused.

WORLD VIEW
Soviet, Chinese leaders to meet
BEIJING - Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze arrived in Beijing Wednesday to arrange a summit meeting that would
formally end three decades of hostility between China and the
Soviet Union.
The meeting, which would bring Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev to Beijing to meet China's paramount leader, Deng Xiaop·
ing, and other top officials, is expected in April or May. Story
courtesy of ThE Courier-Jottrnal.

Palestine rejects Israeli plan
JERUSALEM - Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir offered
Wednesday to withdraw soldiers from some cities in the occupied
lands if Palestinians agree to limited autonomy as an interim solu
·
tion to the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Palestinian leaders rejected the idea.
"Israel has to understand that we want a comprehensive peace
settlement...that will ultimately achieve our sovereignty over the
West Bank and Gaza Strip, which it has occupied since 1967 ,"said
Bethlehem Mayor Elias Freij. Story courtesy of The Courier·
JournaL
•

Filipipo-Moslem clash kills 43

Photo by MARl.YN SNYJ>ER

Precautionary measures
THE MURRAY FIRE DEPARTMENT responded to a call from Pogue Library Tuesday afternoon.
Employeea In the library reported smelling smoke which the fire department aald was probably
ballast from the lighting.

I&T construction set back six months
by number of architectural changes

MANILA, Philippines - Troops backed by helicopter gunships
battled Moslem rebels in a southern province, and 43 people were
killed, the military said Wednesday.
The battle. Tuesday in Zamboanga del Sur province, about 600
miles Southeast of Manila, was the bloodiest clash with Moslem By TODD 0. ROSS
rebels since a cease-fire went into effect in 1986. Story courtesy of
News EditOr
The Courier-Journal.
Construction on the Martha
Layne Collins Center for Industry end Technology has been
delayed at least six months
NEW YORK- Joel Steinberg, the New York lawyer accused of because of cuts that had to be
beating to death Lisa, a 6·year-old girl he raised almost from birth, made in the project's design to
was found guilty of first-degree manslaughter Monday,
reduce costs, said Ed West,
After eight days of deliberation, the jury acquitted the disbarred physical plant director.
lawyer of the most serious charge- second-degree murder.
Architects were instructed to
Steinberg faces a maximum of 8 1/3 to 25 years in prison when he take their plans back in
December for re-examinption
' is sentenced M!lJ'ch 8. Story courtesy of The Courier-Journal.
after the lowest bid for the pro-

Lawyer sentenced in abuse case

.. A

f"t~esi4e

cfl.a.t with

ject was approximately $2
million more than the original
$12.5 million estimate.
' •
"The architects are in the process of developing the final
plans now," West said.
Construction was scheduled
to begin in November 1988, but
West said it now looks like May
or June before they can get a
contract to start building.
West said the University has
a tentative meeting scheduled
Feb. 15 with the architects, and

DOMINO'S

PIZZA

DELIVERS(')
FREE.

810 Chestnut St.

The Double Guarantee

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1989

Service -If your pizza
does not arrive ·within
30 minutes from the
time you order, you
will receive $3 off.

The Air Force has a special program for 1989
BSN's. If selected, you can enter active duty
soon after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. To qualify, you
must have an overall 2.75 GPA. After
commissioning, you'll attend a five-month
internship at a major Air Force medical
facility. It's an excellent way to prepare for
the wide range of experiences you'll have
serving your country as an Air Force nurse
officer. For information, call

OPEN LATE!

Product - If you are not
happy with your order,
call the Store Manager
for a new pizza at no
extra charge or receive
a full refund. No coupon
necessary.

HOURS:

Monday - Thursday
4 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Friday and Saturday
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
Sunday
11 a.m.- 1 a.m.

'CAPT. Sharon Privett
Station to Station Collect
~lt-

1.!:::==::"'.:= FOiic"i) :

SERVING MURRAY:
753-9844

Get a large cheese pizza for
$6.89 tax not included. Not valid
with any other offer. Expires
Feb. 19

Admission is FREE!

501·985·2311

if everything is in line, the architects will be asked to submit
their design package and then
the bids can be finalized.
One cut the architects made
was on the back side of the
building near Blackburn
Science Building. A projection
of the building extended toward
Blackburn and had several extra corners in it.
"Anybody who has not seen
See I & T BUILDING
Page 10
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12 Oz. cans
50¢ each
AVAILABLE TOPPINGS:
Pepperoni - Mushrooms - Sausage Onions - Green Peppers • Ham - Ground
Beef - Hot Peppers Green Ohves :... Black
Ohves - Extra Cheese

Wilkinson suggests free tuition;
proposal 's feasibility doubtful
•

Known more for his slash and as disadvantaged or poor and could
burn approach to higher education comfortably afford college education
than support of it, Gov. Wallace within the state.
Wilkinson has made a surprising It is estimated that it would cost
but misdirected proposal.
· the state $150 million to fund such a
He has suggested that the state project.
pay the college tuition for disadvan- Costs would come from an exta~ed studen~s who coul~ not _other- pected increase in enrollment which
w1se contmue theu h1gher could necessitate additional
education.
residence halls and classrooms.
This comes from a man who onee More professors would be needed
tol~, the state's university P.residents also, but the ones employed now are
to buckle down...use thetr money not adequately paid.
wisely ... and stop crying so much."
It d fi
t think
. b
k' d f lit' 1
e tes common sense o
Could thts
e some 'lk'
m so po
1ca
th
t
·
·t·
ld
· an d
, art?
a umvers1 tes. cou survtve
smok e screen on W1 m on s p .
rty
b r · t 10
·
1
Was his plan to make a token pro- preserve ~ua
Y e tmma ~ a
posal on higher education that source of mcome and by spending
money the state does not have on
.
would not be passed and then c1atm f .1. ·
that he did his part for the univer- act ttles.
sities? Of course, these are only
Kentucky universities operate on
speculations...
inadequate budgets as it is. And now
No specifics have been confirmed, Wilkinson wants to put an even bigbut projections as to costs of this ger financial burden on them.
plan leave many doubts about its Where in this state does Wilkinson
feasibility.
expect to find $150 million?
· It bas been proposed that students
He has already assured the taxwho have family resources ef less payers that he would not raise taxes
than $30,000 would be eligible for for education until the system had
the free tuition.
been restruc~ured.
It is not·clear if this figure means
Planning to throw millions of, as of
yearly income or total worth of now invisible, dollars at universities
resources (house, car, etc.) Eighty- does not constitute a restructuring,
three percent of Kentuckians earn but rather an ignorance of the real
less than $30,000 annually. Many in problem with the state's education
this category would not be classified system.

Ideally, Wilkinson's proposal was
designed to boost the education level
of Kentucky's work force, therefore
making Kentucky more desirable to
businesses. This is admirable, but
the strategy appears to be
backwards.
It seems more logical to strive for
improvement at the elementary and
secondary levels in order to
strengthen the states's weak educational foundations. It is doubtful

that Kentucky workers could corn·
plete a college education without a
strong background.
Wilkinson does not seem too concerned with this pressing problem.
Wilkinson's so-called concern for
higher education is admirable at
face value. However, it is more im·
portant to recognize the basic problems with the foundation of Ken·
tucky's education system.

FEEDBACK_
------Admissions policy raises question
of fairness in academics, athletics
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to Proposition 42, which was passed recently by
the NCAA, and the controversy it has
received. 1 would like to make a few
comments of my own.
First of all, in my opinion, there is
nothing unreasonable about this new
ruling. The proposition states that a
high school senior must attain an
ACT score of 15, or a SAT score of 700
and a GPA of 2.0 upon graduation.
Is that unreasonable? This pro- ·
mpted NCAA coaches to cry
discrimination. Maybe .. . but
whenever we start tossing around
that word, we need to look at both
sides of the issue.
When I started college in 1985, I
was required to have an ACT score of
15 or rank in the upper 20 percent of
my class. My sister, who will begin
Murray State in the fall, indicated to
me that these requirements have
become stricter.
If you think about it, these re·
quirements are even stricter than
those that will be placed on incoming
college athletes. How many students
with a 2.0 GPA graduate in the top 20
percent of their class? I think it is safe
to say none.
Murray State is not a junior college
with an open-attendance pol icy. It is a
fine institution which has achieved a
standard of excellence that has been
recognized nationally.
All major universities have admission standards, many of which are

stricter than Murray State's. They
are just not enforced equitably
My next comment is a selfish one,
but it is also one which I am sure will
apply to other students as well. I am
an accounting major, and I have been
fortunate enough to maintain a 3.5
GPA going into my last semester.
During my three and a half years
here, I have not received one red cent
of scholarship money. I know ...whata
sob story, but imagine the frustration
that students feel when they see fullride scholarships given to students
who, more often than not, have GPAs
significantly lower than theirs. So,
taking the above mentioned points,
let's not cry discrimination so readily.
Athletics are a very important part
of any university. Athletic scholarships have been, and always will be a
part of that program. That is as it
should be. Outstanding athletes
should be awarded for their
accomplishments.
An important quality these athletes
possess is discipline. Discipline is a
quality that also extend!! to the
classroom, as well as the playing
field. Admission requirements are not
unreasonable...they are usually stan·
dard. Repeal Proposition 42 or~ leave
it as it is, hut at lea~'t make these
standard.q apply equally to ALL
STUDENTS.

Pounds thanks all for welcome
To the Editor:
I extend to all of you a heartfelt thank
you for the warmth and hospitality extended to me and my husband, Russell,
on our recent visit to your community.
Everywhere we went, both on campus
and in the city, everyone let us know
that we were welcome in the community.
The people of Murray have given add·
ed meaning to the term "Southern

hospitality." You are making it easier to
leave dear friends in Ames.
We look forward to moving and becom·
ing permanent residents of Murrav.
Thanks for the show of support.
•
Augustine Pounds
future Vice President
Student Development

Loud outdoor music.distracts student
To the Editor:
I notice that an advertisement for Ed's
Campus Coffee Shop says, "just listen to
the music." How can l help it?
I used to like to study at the Pogue
Library across the street and, in nice
weather, on the front steps. I not only
have to ·listen to music in both places,
but loud advertisements and even the
right-wing philosophy of Paul Harvey.

News
Ill WUaon Hall
2609 tlnlv~ralty !'ll,.llon
Munay StaU! Unlv~rolty
Murray, Ky. 42071
76:1-4468 782-4.78

All of this invades Chaucer, chemistry
notes and general peace of mind. It is all
a blasted nuisance!
Tell Ed I'll patronize his restaurant
when he turns the noise off, and not until. Surely others feel the same.
Tioh Anderson
Junior
Edllor Ia Chl~r....-.-~..-·---·---~ Palt<>o
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Copy Edltor................................................... C..rHe Mechler
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~arkY<>un1
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MSU gains students from abroad
University qualifies for CAMPUS Ill
By VIKKI ROWAN
Staff Wrtter

With the help of money, the government and the University's international
programs, 10 Central American
students who normally would not be able
to attend a university outside of their
country will be able to obtain
undergraduate degrees from Murray
State.
Three Belizean students who are part
of the CAMPUS (Central American Program of Undergraduate Scholarships) ill
project will begin their undergraduate
educations at Murray State during the
fall semester of 1989.
The University's Center for International Programs received a $402,365
CAMPUS m grant from the United
States Information Agency in the fall.
The USIA scholarship program was
derived from a 1984 National Bipartisan
Commission on Central America, known
as the Kissinger Commission.
The CommiBSion was trying to focus
American resources to solve some of the
region's most severe social and economic
problems.
Murray State University was involved
in the CAMPUS I program, which allowed 10 students from Belize, an English
speaking country, to ~orne to the United
States.
Only the original 12 schools in the
CAMPUS I program were eligible for the
CAMPUS II program. Murray State was
not one of the six schools allotted funds
for the second program.
Another proposal was sent for the
CAMPUS Ill program and Murray State
was one of six universities chosen.

Exposure benefits Spanish majors

The other universities are the University of Pennsylvania, Iowa State Univer·
sity, Saint Michael's College in Vermont, the University of Louisville and
the University ofWisconsin·Eau Claire.
"This is an exciting project and we feel
fortunate to be one of six universities to
have the chance of this great opportunity to know about these Central
American -students and their customs,"
said Marian Posey, co-director of the
project.
USIA selects the school that would be
best for each individual's interests and
what undergraduate programs the
school offers.
"Most of these students have already
taken some undergraduate· courses at
universities in their countries," Posey
said.
The students representing the countries of Honduras, Guatemala, El
Salvador, Costa Rica and Panama begin
their studies with six to eight months of
intense English training .
After they accomplish the English
training, the students will take regular
classes related to their field for 30 months, Posey said.
Dr. Ben Larson of Paducah, who has
taught English as a second language in
the Unites States, Puerto Rico and Zambia, will conduct the English cl888es
with the assistance of Jane Bauernfeind.
"The advantages of the Central
American students being here is two
fold," said Dr. Luis Bartolucci, aBSociate
professor of geosciences and co-director
of the project. "One advantage is that
students couldn't come otherwise
See CAMPUS Ill
Page 8

By CHARLIE WANG
Staff Writer

Tourists seek Costa Rica for its beauty
and pleasant climate, but Alice
Spagnola spent five months last year at
the Technological Institute of Costa Rica
on an exchange program learning the
Spanish language.
Now, Spagnola, a senior Spanish major
from Louisville, Ky., speaks Spanish
fluently.
"Besides what I achieved in learning
the language, I learned their culture and
customs too," said Spagnola, whose
name means Spanish in Italian.
Trips to foreign countries are often
rewarding for foreign language
students, but for those who can not
travel, foreign students on campus provide one. of the best ways to practice
languag&.
John Ferguson, a Spanish professor
said approximately 35 students are majoring in Spanish at Murray State. These
students, now have 14 students from
Spanish-speaking countries from whom
they can learn.
Ruth Perkins, foreign student advisor,
said this is the largest number of
Hispanic students Murray State has
ever had.
Ten of the 14 foreign students are from
five Central American countries as part
of the CAMPUS (Central American Program of Undergraduate Studies) III project funded by the United States Information Agency.
"I'm excited to learn that there are
more foreign students," said Michael
Boone, a junior from Hayti, Mo. "I want
to meet them and speak to them. I've
never been able to speak to someone

from a Spanish-speaking country since
there were very few of them around this
campus."
'
•
Boone said he plans to seek a job
possibly with the United Nations in
foreign affairs service.
Jenny Ratley, a junior from Sturgis,
said that when possible she tries to track
down Hispanic students to speak with
them.
Although she is a math major, Ratley
said she has taken Spanish classes for
one year and is interested in Mexican
culture.
"It's hard sometimes to learn the
language on your own," she said. "You
juat can't talk to yourself."
Ratley said she maintained contact
with a student from Mexico last fall,
traveled to Mexico this Christmas and
plans to go on an exchange program in
Mexico this summer.
"I'm looking forward to meeting those
students from Central America
whenever there's opportunity," Ratley
said.
For those students from Central
America, coming to American schools is
as challenging and beneficial as
American's going to foreign countries.
"I felt a closeneBS when an American
student spoke to me here in Spanish,"
said Omar Barahona, one of the 10
students on the CAMPUS ITI project
from El Salvador. "You know how you
feel when you are in another country
and somebody tries to talk to you in your
native language."
1
Dr. Ben Larson, CAMPUS ITI English
language coordinator, said most of the
students on the program don't really
speak English.

Bf'entLa 's Beauty
Saton
ar:e.nda - Owner - Oper~tor
Deena - Operator

Uncle

~eft's

Shopping Center
753-4582

YOUR HAIRCUT SPECIALISTS
Hai-rcuts S1
Hai-rcu.1< wash & sty(e. $ 13

HAVE YOU
EVER HAD A
REALLY BIG
SECRET?
Auto Zone is th e place to
go for all your car care
n eeds.
South 12th Street
753-8971

Open
Monday-Saturday
8 a.m.•-9 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-6 p.m

Feb. 8 Curris Center T heater
Film times:
·
3:30 p.m. ~ all tickets $1
7 p.m. and 9:30p.m. ~ tickets $1.50 with MSU ID
$2.50 without MSU ID
All times subject to change. Funded by SGA

,
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Proper identification of valuables
can help with recovery after theft
By JANIE M. STEPHEN
Staff Writer

If a stolen item has
not been marked or
had its serial number
recorded with public
safety and is found, it
is of no help to the
police.'
-Martin
t

The Murray State department
of public safety is gearing up its
six-year-old Operation Identification crime prevention pro·
gram for the spring semester .
"Operation Identification was
started by the state police, and
the Murray-Callaway County
area adopted the program about
-- -- -- -- - six years ago," said Capt. Carl bring an item (i.e. television,
Martin of public safety.
stero, camera, bicycle) to our of·
The program is designed to flee, show a form of identifica·
discourage theft and burglary tion and have that item engrav·
by having residents and ed with their social security
students permanently mark number and have the serial
valuables in their dorms, homes number recorded," Martin said.
and offices and give this infor"The student or resident can
mation to public safety.
also borrow an engraver to
"Any student or resident can mark their valuable items at

home, record the serial number
and then return the equipment
and information to the public
safety office," he said.
When public safety receives
the serial number, social securi·
ty number and name of the
owner, it enters this information into the National Crime Information Center computer
system, Martin said.
If an item is stolen and found
by police, then they can match
the serial number from the
stolen item to the name and
social security number of the
owner and have the stolen property returned.
"If a stolen item has not been
marked or had its serial
number recorded with public
safety and is found, it is of no
help to the police," Martin said.

The stolen serial number of
the item can be entered into the
NCIC system but it will have no
match. After the item has been
used for evidence and no one
claims the property, it goes to
public auc~ion, Martin said.
Sometimes items are turned
into the lost and found , Martin
said. If it is not claimed or has
not been marked with a social
security number, then it is
given to the University inven·
tory officer and goes on public
auction."
" If students would mark all
their property with their social
security number and give the
serial number of the item to
public safety a large percentage
of stolen property would be
returned," Martin said.

Deadlines set
for alumni,
Foundation
scholarships
The deadline to apply for
University Foundation and
alumni scholarships is March
1.

All u pperc lassmen are
eligible to apply, and t here
are many different scholar·
ships available, said Donna
Herndon. director of alumni
affairs.
Qualifications vary for each
scholarship, but a brochure is
avai lable that lists re·
quirements for each type of
scholarship, Herndon said.
Applications and brochure~
can be obtained at the alumni
affairs and Foundation of·
flees located on the fourth
and filth floors, respectively,
of Sparks Hall.

FREE
Continued from page 1

'

.

program that is so encouraging
is t hat it says something from
t he state level t hat would increase the college attending
rate," McDougal said. "This
would say very clearly that
higher education in Kentucky
is affordable."
Wilkinson 's plan would not
replace federal financial aid
funds that students currently
receive, but would be used as a
sup plement to that aid,
McDougal said. Students could
not receive funds for a greater
amount than t heir costs.
"One of the real advantages of
this program is that although
some students may not qualify
under this program, they might
receive some financial
assistance because of the freeing up of some of the federal
dollars," he said. This would be
especially true of out-of-state
students who would not be eligible for the free tuition.
The university presidents are
also examining some type of
benefits for students who attend
private colleges in the state and
also fit into the plan's criteria,
Stroup said.
That plan might include paying the student's full tuition,
part of the tuition or an amount
equal to the tuition at one of the
public schools, she said.
Stroup said she is still working on the specifics of her reply
to Wilkinson, but it should be
completed soon.
If the plan is approved, it is
not clear how it would be implemented, Stroup said. The
program could begin with next
year's freshmen so that the full
cost of the program would not
be felt until four years later, or
everyone in college when the
program begins could be eligible so the full cost would be felt
immediately.

Press here for a great
data processing career.
The right time. The right place.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you In one of the
!argest. ~P!>rate data processlng facilities In the country.
. "f!lere are actuarial and audit1ng JobS open, too.

Blue Chip. Green light State
Farm Is one of America's leading
insurance companies. Through
innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner's insurer. and one of
!he top life insurance companies
In the country.
.
~·11 receive expert training.
You II work on state-of-the-art

data proCessing equipment You'll
go as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.
Contact your campus
Placement Director about
State Farm today.
Or write Ron Prewitt, Assistant
Director: Home Office Personnel
Relations. one State Farm Plaza,
Bloomington, Illinois 61701.

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES. Home Offices: Bloomington. Illinois. All Equal Opportunity Employer.

can turn your business
into a rising star.

'
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VIDEO RENTALS
Photo by JAN HUMPHREYS

BONNIE HIGGINSON, an associate profeasor In elementary and
secondary education, holds up a rug she purchased while on a
12-week faculty exchange at Yunnan Normal University In t he
Kunmlng province of the People's Republic of China.

NEW RELEASES - OLDIES • FREE MEMBERSHIP
RENT TEN AND NEXT REN'rAL IS FREEDORM DELIVERY SERVICE

CHINA EXCHANGE
Continued from page 2

salary, while Yunnan Normal
University paid for their food
and lodging and paid them a
small salary.
The university provided hous·
' ing in an apartment complex
and a cleaning lady to help
them while they taught.
Although the cleaning lady
spoke no English, she proved to
be a valuable asset, Alexander
said.
"Our cleaning lady was absolutely wonderful, and I put
full trust in her to watch Paul
for me while we were gone,''
Alexander said. "The language
barrier was no problem because
of the use of hand motions."
"I really wasn't homesick
since my mom and Paul were
with me, but I did miss my husband quite a bit," Alexander
said. "Fortunately, my husband
was able to come in the middle
of the trip and stay for about
two weeks."
Alexander said she would love
to go back to the Orient. Her only regret was that she did not
learn the Chinese language.
A translator was assigned to
Alexander and her mother
when they went out in public
for such things as shopping.
"The language barrier wasn't
the problem that I thought it
would be. I just encourage
anyone who wishes to travel
over there to learn a little of the
language." Alexander said.
Higginson said she participated in the exchange program because she had always
considered the Orient "a
mysterious place."
Higginson also had perhaps
the more difficult time frame of
the two. She was in China and
away from her family for both
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
On Christmas Day, Higginson
and a woman she had met at the
university, took a 32-hour train

nde to Guilin, China.
Guilin is a more touristoriented city, said Higginson,
and a place she had read about
and wanted to visit.
The university had to give her
and the Chinese woman permission to leave because Guilin is
in a different province than
Kunming.
Higginson said she developed
a very special friendship with
the woman during her stay in
China.
•
"She was absolutely wonderful , and she spent hours
translating for me," Higginson
said. "I would love to have her
come to the United States."
Higginson said she was impressed with the Chinese educational system to an extent but
preferred the United States'.
Teachers are only paid $25
per month in China, and up to
50-70 students may sit in a
classroom at a time, even in th~;:
elemeQtary grades, she said.
She also said she sufferred
from cold feet throughout the
entire trip because the Chinese
do not heat their schools. The
temperature would be in the
60s during the day, she said,
and drop to the mid-30s and 40s
at night.
"I was talking to my husband
on the telephone, and after
about two or three minutes he
said he couln't hear me," Higginson said. "I finally had to
just hang up the phone because
the phone call was getting
nowhere. Needless to say, I got
very frustrated. "
Higginson said she would also
like to go back to China. She
said she wants to go back and
see the people who became her
friends during her overseas
visit.

'--
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Tuesday, Feb.14
8p.m.
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West Main Cheuron

PEOPLE
Vicki Hopkins, Murray;
Brend a P h elps, Fredonia;
John Heater, Calvert City;
and Colleen Ramsey and
Karen Tharp, Mayfield, were
the fll'Bt recipients of Murray
State's Adults Belong in College (ABC) Scholarships awarded recently by the Center for
Continuing Education. The
scholarship program is open to
any adult who has a GED certificate or high school diploma
and has been out of school for at
least seven years. Applicants
must be first-time students at
Murray State and have attend·
· ed no other college. They must
also meet in-state residential
requirements.
An ge l a M i dd leton a
sophomore journalism major
from Cobden, Til., will be Murray State's student representative at the Council for Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE) District III
confere'nce Feb. 12-15 in
Nashville. She will attend the
meeting as part of the CASE III
Student Delegate Program. She
is one of 25 students in the ninestate district selected to attend
the professional conference.
The Shield. the Murray State
yearbook, has been awarded
first place honors for ita 1988
edition by the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association at
Columbia University. The yearbook earned 891 points of a

possible 1,000 points awarded
by the judge. Staff members are
Teresa Br agg, editor in chief;
Jeannie Brandstetter, assistant editor; Mabotab Creason,
assistant editor; Tonya Crabtree, layout/design editor;
Robin Conover , photography
editor; Ha r i a C r ea s on,
business manager; Kim Whitf or d , academics editor;
Thoma s Sullivan, album
editor; Dia n a Kingsbury, campus life editor; Angie Massey,
organizations editor; and
David Blackburn, sports
editor . D r. R o b er t
McGaughey, chairman of the
journalism and radio/television,
and Frank Fazi, retired director of printing Services, are coadVIsers.
Ca th y Da ve nport, senior
journalism and English major
from Hopkinsville, received a
certificate of merit for placing
15th in the editorial writing
competition of the William Randolph Hearst Foundation's 29th
annual Journalism Awards Program. She was also one of 25
students from accredited journalism programs nationwide
selected to attend a workshop
last semester in Washington,
D.C. titled Washington, D.C.,
the News Media and Disability
Issues: A National Workshop.
She is currently the campus life
editor for The Murray Stat~
News.

FREE Gas ·
The Murray _
State News
is here for you!

Drawing for $25 every Friday
present MSU 10 & receive
$3 off oil change & lube
Phone: 753-2593
Hours: Monday - Friday 8 a.m.• 7 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Closed Sunday

CHARTER COUNSELING
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCHOUCS
Come experience the serenity of Ustenlng to others who share your
unique fears and feelings. Crow with us as we develop insights and
IIISWers to issues of control, intimacy, insecurity, rigidity, etc. Call
753-8494 between 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

SENIORS

Come share your thoughts and feelings with us about this special

time of your life with its unique Issues, pleasures, and stressors.
Comfortable, caring environment to stretch your mind. Call
753-8494 between 8 a.m.-Sp.m.

OPEN 24 HOURS

4th & Chestnut
Murray

2 PIECE
CHICKEN
SNACK$1.69
Present this coupon
~
upon purchase. Not valid " C~:
with other specials.
Chlldlen
Expires 2117/89

POLICE BFAT
Jan. 29
Crystal Holt reported a case of
fourth degree assault in the
Stewart Stadium parking lot
The incident was between
boyfriend and girlfriend No ar
rests were made since Holt did
not want to press charges.
Jan. 26
James Storm reported the
theft or loss or a checkbook.

Hester Hall parking lot.
James King reported a case of
criminal mischief in the Hart
Hall parking lot.

Jan. 24
Kimberly Williams reported a
case of indecent exposure on
15th Street .
Jan. 23
Maureen Mahoney reported
the theft by unlawful taking cf
hubcaps from a vehicle in the

Information for this rt>port
was obtaintd from Capt. Carl
Martin of the University depart·
ment of public sa(Pt_v. Anyone
who sees a crime or has informa·
tum regarding one should phone
the department of public safety
at 762-2222 or 762-2701 .

WANTED: EHHIBITIONISTS

Jan. 18
Jeff Bontrager reported nn act
of cr iminal mischief to a car
window in the Hart Hall parking lot.

CAMPUS Ill
Continued from page 5
without aid from the United
States and another is that a
regional university does not
have much exposure to the
world community a.n d it helps
people to understand about
other countries better."
Each student bas a friendship
family and campus buddy. The
friendship family may take
them out to eat, to church or
somewhere in the community.
They are there to help the stu·
dent understand American
families, Posey said.
Posey also said a campus buddy may help them with problems they may have, take
them to basketball games and
just be there if they need a
friend.

Field trips and social activities are also planned to acquaint the students with
American culture and society.
"It is different here because
you can pick some of your
classes," said Michelle
Echeviarria of Guatemala. "In
my country you can not do that.
The people here are openminded and friendly, but not as
conservative as we are in
Guatemala."
" USIA hopes, .and we do too,
that through their (Central
American students) experiences
here they will know and understand our country and people
better," Posey said. "It will also
improve relations between the
United States and Central
America."

SOCK & BUSKIN
DRAMA CLUB
PRESENTS
On Saturday, Feb.18 at 8 p.m. there will be a
Talent Show held In the Recital Hall Annex.
Everyone Is welcome and encouraged to join in.
Come on, show us who you are and open up your
hidden talents. For free of charge entry, call
762-6797.

DISCOVER THE ARTS- EXPOSE YOURSELF!
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Write us into your
little black book!

Midterm grades
could include 'I'
Mid term progress reports
may soon look different for
some students, if the Academic
Council decides to include the
possibility of receiving an I on
them.
Currently, only D's and E's
can be given on the reports.

ACADEMIC
COUNCIL
Dr . Hughie Lawson, a
member of the undergraduate
studies committee, said at the
Jan . 26 meeting of the
Academic Council that he is in
favor of adding the 1 as an op·
tion because in some cases it is
a better indicator of the student's progress.
•· An I could be made meaningful. It might be an ap·
propriate warning," Lawson
said.
Student representatives at
the council meeting will discuss
the issue with the Student
Government Association before
any action is taken.
The council also studied its
credit transfer policy. The council decided that the policy,
which prohibits retaking a
course at anot her university
and trasferring t he higher
grade to Murray State, is
adequate.
·
T he council reaffir med
another policy, implemented
last October, of requiring
students to have a junior stan·

Trals Lumber :loltcenter.
BRING THIS p.[J IN FOR 10% OFF

PURCHASE
Coupon ixplres Feb. 28, 1889
Not good on special orders or sale items..

ding before being allowed to
take 500-level courses.
Members said there had been
so m e co nfu si on a t pre ·
registration because some
students were a month short of
attaining junior status.
The council members agreed
t hat the policy covered students
who would be juniors when tak·
ing the upper-division cla&>es,
regardless of their standing at
registration.
Members of the
undergraduate studies commit·
tee will also be studying the
electronic data system to be implemented in the 1990s.
The council approved changes
in the recreation and leisure
services major. The outdoor em·
phasis will now be called the
park management emphasis
and four courses have been
moved to this new emphasis.
The four classes include REC
102, REC 350, REC 450 and
REC 475.
Minor changes to other majors and courses included the
course descriptions for two
philosophy courses. Foreign
language majors will be required to take one literature
class in t heir language as one of
their t wo limited electives.
R E C 35 0, C an oe a nd
Wilderness Camping, was add·
ed to the core courses of the
recreation and leisure services
minor. The council narrowed
the number of electives in the
professional writing option
from 26-29 to 17-29.

The Murray
State News
every Friday!
THE

RD S IRA[I
ROLE-PLAYING
GAMES

Bel-Air Shopping
Center
759-1390

S~ore Hours:
Monday-Friday 7:30a.m.·6 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-5p.m.
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Annual S tock Liquidation Sale
Up to 70 o/o off

JO-tAN ·s VtA:Jt'LET'L:£8
100 S. 5th St.
753-9569
located on the square

Looking for summer employment near
Nashville, Tenn.?
The Cumberland Valley Camps are now hiring!
Stop by our booth in the Curris Center ballroom on
Feb. 7 for information and an interview.

;;J

If we miss you, write to request an application~
:
Cumberland Valley Girl Scout Council
830 Kirkwood Lane
Nashville, Tenn. 37207
(615)383-0490

GIRL SCOUTS

Make Kroger

Your Choice For
Savings Everyday!
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I & T BUILDING

Students learn study skills
By RHONNDA KERR
Staff Writer

Students from 12 colleges and
universities in eastern Kentucky are being trained to tutor
high school students for
"Destination Graduation."
The Kentucky Council on
Higher Education coordinated a
partnership program, "Destination Graduation," between
higher education and high
schools in Kentucky's 5th and
7th Congressional Districts to
improve the low high sehool
graduation rate.
In late January or early
February, 230 college. students
will begin personally tutoring
1,500 ninth graders to improve
their math, language and study
skills and to increase their
awareness of the value of
education.
The tutors will go to the high
schools and help the students
with material that is presented
in class that day, said Jim
Winter, coordinator of the
cooperative program at
Ashland Community College.

tion, so they would be ready to
start the program as soon as
they returned, Winter said.
·on Jan. 9, the Ashland
students began tutoring in
seven nearby school districts,
and since then feedback has
been "very positive," Winter
said. "Attendence of the high
schoolers being tutored has increased, their test scores are improving and additional students
are asking for help," he said.
Ashland is also pleased with
their tutors, Winter said. "We
took recommendations from the
college staff and those who were
interested had to apply. They
are very enthusiastic."
The 10 Western Kentucky
University students chosen for
"Destination Graduation" will
begin a two-day training session on Feb. 10, said Joan Martin, program coordinator of the
center for math, science and en·
vironmental education.
"They will learn the procedures of tutoring, how to
operate the computer equip·
ment and how to work with and
motivate young people," Martin
said.
The tutoring will begin im·
mediately after the training
session, Martin said. Each tutor
will work with as many as 20
students on a one-on-one basis,
she said.

Ashland was eager to participate in "Destination
Graduation" when they were offered the opportunity, Winter
said. "We'd seen some need for
such a program before the op.JIOrtunity came," he said.
Ashland had two days of in-.
The purpose of selecting coltensive training for their 15
tutors before Christmas vaca- lege students as tutot·s is to give

:fREE

the ninth graders someone they
can relate to and look up to,
Martin said.
"They will be close in age, so
hopefully the tutors will be role
models for the high school
students to finish their education," she said.
William Thames, director of
field services for the college of
education at Western Kentucky
University, said he is also
hopeful that the tutors will
serve as role models for the
students.
·'We want them to establish a
good close relationship, so we
limit it to no more than three
students with each tutor at a
time,'' Thames said.
Eastern is participating in
"Destination Graduation" to
fight the high drop-out rate in
the area, Thames said. ''We feel
the schools are in need of such a
program."
The nine Western students
selected for the program began
tutoring about two weeks ago at
Rockcastle High School ,
Th~mes said. Each tutor is paid
$4 an hour for 15 visits to the
school.

The tutors must attend a monthly seminar so that the university is aware of how things are
going, Thames said.
''We use the opportunity to
help them deal with any problems they might be having and
to work with them on building
the self esteem of the students,"
he said.
Since they began, many of the
tutors have expressed how
much they are enjoying the program, Thames said. "One student has even expressed a
desire to tutor, on his own
without pay, anyone who would
like help," he said.
Dale Whitaker, a counselor at
Rockcastle High, said freshmen
have always had many problems with math and science.
"Up until now we haven't had
a really successful tutoring program. I think we'll see a lot less
failure now," he said.
Teachers nominated the 52
freshman participating in the
program, Thames said.
The attitudes of the students
and the parents are very
positive, Thames said. "We sent
permission slips home to the
parents, and they all seem pretty excited about it."

the plans would never know
that we made a cut there," he
said.
The facade of the entire
building will also be changed,
West said.
" Before the skin of the
building was to be done in shiny
aluminum, but the price was .
too much," he said. "We are going to another skin of pre-cast
concrete."
West said the concrete skins
came in several colors and that
an aluminum color might be
found.
"It may appear to be
aluminum, but it won't be as
shiny," West said.
"The architects cut the
building quite a bit, but it won't
cut any time off our construction schedule," he said.
Dr. Ward Zimmerman, vice
president of fmance and administrative services, said that
as far as pure aesthetics were
concerned there was some·give
and take, but the general
aesthetics of the building were
not compromised.
"The over budget we were
handed last semester forced us
to take a solid look at the pro·
ject and re-examine it," be said.
"The changes we made will pay
off in the long run. There will be
more changes down the road,
but there will be fewer now."

wml TillS COUPON

Gold Serp entine
7" Brac elet
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Continued from page 3

ONLY

$14.88

scHOLARSHIP INFORMAnoN FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

!MONe-y FOR COLLEGE
Every Student Is Eligible for Some Type of Financial
Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

OY•

We have a data bri d
200,000 liltlngs of 8CfW~. fellowships, grants, .net loans, representing aver $10 bllion In privme
sector foodlng.

O MICRON

M.lny schollnhlps .re given to students based on their aeademic
Interests, <:llre« plans, family herbge and place d residence.
There's money avalable for students who have been newspaptM'
caniens, grocery detb, cheerteadens, non-smokers . . etc.

•

.unum

For A Free Brochure

800 346-6401
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o/aCentine Specia{

:
;

3ft. Valentine Balloon
$7.50 if Ordered by Feb. 7.

; Lift-Your-!}{eart 'Bouquet
•

••
••
•

$19.95

A. Rank in the upper 35% of the class

B. Junior or Semor standing
C. One semester in residence at Murray State

1. scholarship

KissyFace
Hot Lips

110 N.12th St.

The membership committee of Omicron Delta Kappa is now
considering qualified students for membership. The preliminary
requirements which must be met for a student to be eligible for
consideration for election are:

D. Have attained special distinction in one or more of the five phases of campus
life.

Also: Hot air baD.ooDS
Bow ne Beau
Cash discount

KAPPA

?{ptional Leatlersliip 9lonor Socuty

Results GUARANTEED.

CALL
ANYTIME

DELTA

2. athletics

753-1515

••••••••••••••••

3. social service and religious activities and campus government
4. journalism, speech and the mass media
5. creative and performing arts

Should you know any individual whom you believe meets these requirements, we would
appreciate your urging that person to come by the office of Dr. Buddy Krizan, 207B Business
Building, to complete a Student Leadership Profile. In order to be considered, nominations
must be recieved no later than Friday, Feb. 10, 1989.
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Students combine school with extra duties
By PATTI BEYERLE
Staff Writer

Life for a full-time student
is, in itself, the essence of
stress and a busy schedule.
However, when outside
responsibilities, such as a job
or family. are added to thiR,
the student must learn to

manage his time and balance
his priorities.
Michelle Johnston, a
sophomore nursing major
from Madisonville, knows this
from first-hand experience.
Recently, Johnston worked
the midnight to 7 a.m. shift at
Murray-Calloway County

Hospital where she serves as a
nursing assistant. She then
got up for her classes from 10
a.m. to 2:30p.m. and returned
to work by 2:45 p.m.
Although this amazing
display of stamina isn't
demanded everyday from
Johnston, she is currently
working extra shifts at the
hospital to help finish paying
for school.

"I have been working
anywhere from 25 to 32 hours
a week, .. said Johnston, who
has to fit. in school work when
she can. "A lot of times, I take
stuff to work with me and do it
during my breaks."
Despite her busy work
schedule, Johnston said school
definitely comes first, and the
hospital will work around her
hours, she said.
It seems the juggling of time
and lack of sleep pays off for
Johnston. "I can't imagine
anyone going into the nursing
field without first working in
a hospital atmosphere to see if
they like it," she said. "And
it.'s very rewarding to have someone tell you that you're lhe
best little nurse they\•e ever
seen."

The extra responsibility of
work has additional advan·
tages for many fuU-time
students. "It definitely helps
me manage time," said Amy
Daniel, a sophomore elementary education major from St.
Louis.
"The less time I have to do
something, the faster I get it
LIKE MANY STUDENTS on Murray State's campus, Mlkey Mlller, done and the better I do it,''
a senior marketing major from St. Charles, Mo., has had to learn said Daniel, who works at
to j uggle his time between academic responsibilities and the out- Pagliai's 15 to 20 hours a
week.
side responsibility of a Job.
Photo by ROONEY FREED

'If I have an extra hour
between class and
work, I get more out of
it because I don't have
time to procrastinate.
It will definitely help in
the future when I have
50 million things to do
at once.'
-Daniel
"If I have an extra hour bet·
ween class and work, I get
more out of it because I don't
have time to procrastinate,''
Daniel said. ''It will definitely
help in the future when I have
50 million things to do at
once·. ''
Mary Ann Austin is juggling
her time between a full-time
class schedule and, not a job,
but two children and a husband. Austin, a sophomore
biology major from
Palmersville, Tenn., returned
to school after her children
were grown to study in the
pre-med program.
You have to balance your
time, Austin said. "It's the
same way you have to try to
appropriate anything that is
important to you," she said.
"You have to set aside cer·
tain boundaries and try to
stick to them. You need time
to yourself, your family needs
you, and you need your family," Austin said. "I try to
think of school as a job; from
Monday to Friday you go to
class and when you're out of
your last class you spend even
ings and weekends with your
family," she said.
"Sometimes I think it's
easier for me than for someone

who lives on campus," Austin
said. "After classes, I know
where I'm going - home and I don't have the peer
pressure and desire to go out
with friends or date."
Austin said, despite the double amount of responsibilities,
going back to school is a
wonderful experience. "You're
there because you want to be
there," she said.
While Austin uses her
weekends to spend time with
her family, Lindy Lewis, a
junior public relations major
from Clinton, uses Friday and
Saturday nights working.
Lewis, who works about 12
hours a week as a waitress at
Seven Seas, had Lo quit working on Wednesday nights
because it was interfering
with her academics. Now, she
doel:in't have to worry about
work and school conflicting
becauBe she has afternoons to
study. she said.
"SOmetimes (with a job) it's
a little hard to delegate when
to do what," said Tricia Toye,
a junior organizational com·
munications major from
Owensboro. "You have to
learn to be more responsible
with your free timP instead of
wasting it.'' Toye works about
12 hours a week at Memories.
Memories works your
schedule around school, said
Mikey Miller, a senior
marketing major from St.
Charles, Mo., who works
about 15 to 18 hours a week at
the store.
Miller also said there are
definite advantages to the extra responsibility of an outside
job for him. The biggest advantage is meeting people,
and he has also learned about
business, he said.

'Campus Lights' show predicted to be success
By CATHY COPE

campus Ufe Editor
If the thought of a scene in a
1940s night club with
gangsters, a widow and a nerd
in a big adventure full of gimmicks and dancing interests
you, you will t>urely want to see
this year's production of Campus Lights.
The tale of next week's show
is of Anne B. Dextrous (a
widow), who loses her diamond
brooch, which falls into the
hands of some gangsters. On
Anne's side is a "nerdy guy"
named Arthur E. Choke.
There is yet another group of
gangsters who are trying to get
the brooch away from the ill'st
group of gangsters
Sound confusing? There is an
easy way to refer to these
Assistant

' gangster~.

"We've been calling them
good guy gangsters and bad guy
gangsters," said Jeff Holden,
director of this year's
production.
Holden, who was the assistant
director of the production last
year, was elected by Sigma
Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha to
be director of this year's show.
The Compus Lights tradition
began 52 yeal"s ago as a fun-

draiser for the Men's Music
Club, now known aR Phi Mu
Alpha, Holden said.
"The (Phi Mu Alpha) charter
had to raise money because a
check bounced," he said.
Sigma Alpha Iota, t.he
women's music fraternity, joined in the production during
World War U because all the
men had joined the war.
"A majority of the money goes
to the Campus Lights Scholarship that covers full tuition for
four years," Holden said. ··And
part of it goes back into the
show to help pay for props and
costumes."
This year's production com
hines a spirit of adventure and
comedy with just a hint of
romance, Holden said.
"Basicly it is a rea! hokey
comedy," he said. "Some of it is
clever, and some of it is bad.
"It's like the old adventure
movies," Holden said. "And the
boy-meets-girl routine doesn't
go the typical route."
As for his duties as director,
Holden said he has coordinated
rehearsals and other things.
Cast members returned to
campus • J~n. 8 and began
rehearsing all diy every day for

a week, Holden said. 'As classes
began, rehearsals were cut
down to three two-hour
sessions.
Holden said 25 to 30 people
make up the cast and chorus.
''That is about an average
amount, but it could have been
a lot bigger," Holden !laid. "But
that was what we were shootmg
for."
Holden also said the produc·
tion is running on a tight
budget and no money has been
spent on costumes this year.
"A lot of the l:ityles of g-Uys in
the 40s are what we are seeing
today," HoldPn said.
His hopes are high for this
year's production, Holden said.
"The cast works really well
together, and they picked up on
the choreography quickly and
edsily," he said. "Everything is
starting to click at this point.
"It's hokey and not real classy
but always fun," Holden said.
Vicki Reese, a freshman
music education major from Mt.
Vernon, ill., said she decided to
try out for the production
because she had heard a great
deal about it
"I also thought it would be a
neat experience," Reese said. "1
like to be on stage."

'Basicly it Is a rea/
hokey comedy. Some
of it is clever, and
some of ft is bad. It's
like the old adventure
movies. And the boymeets-girl routine
doesn't go the typical
route.'
-Holden

''It's one of the few events put
on every year by one (combined)
organization <Sigma Alpha Iota
and Phi Mu Alpha) that people
come to see every year from all
over the country," Clark said.
This year's show is better than
it has been in recent years, he
said.
''The choreography is better,"
he ~aid. "The director (Holden)
has good interpretations of the
skit.

"The 50th show was good, but
this-will be better," Clark ;~aid.
Although the expel'ience is
Clark, who playR one of the
good, Reese said she doesn' t lead gangsters, said his is a
know about trying out next good character.
yeru· because the rehearsals are
so very time consuming.
"All the gangsters are kind of
Reese plays Anne in the pro· dumb, but this one has to be
duction and said the part is both intelligent and dumb," he
said.
challenging.
"It's so totally opposite of
Campus Lights will be
what I am," Reese said.
presented
Feb. 9-11 at 8 p.m.
David Clark, a junior political
science major from Lexington, and Feb. 12 at 2:30 p.10 . in
said he has been involved in the -Lovett Auditorium.
Ticket prices at the door are
production for two years.
Clark, a member of Phi Mu $5 for adults, $3 for students
Alpha, said one of the reasons and senior citizens and $2.50 for
he tried out was to support the children 3-12. For reserved
tickets at. $5 a person, call
organization.
''I tried out, got in and had a 7624288 between 8 a.m. and
4:30p.m.
lot of fun," Clark said.
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Performer devotes musical talent tO God
'I want to continue (my) concert ministry and writing songs, but, above all, my
heart's desire is to grow In the Lord. '
-Chapman
By MICHAEL POWELL
Staff Writer
Steven Curtis Chapman, at
27, seems to have a great deal
going for him these days.
Besides being a family man,
devoting time to his wife Mary
Beth and daughter Emily, he is
busy devoting his life a nd
taIent s t o his first
priority...GOO.
Chapman, a Paducah native
and one of the top Christian
music performers of today,
seems to have those priorities
squarely fixed. God, his family,
his Christian ministry and
fellowship- in that order.
Chapman was born on Nov.
21, 1962, and grew up in
Paducah. He and older brother,
Herb Chapman Jr., were influenoed musically by . their
father, Herb Chapman Sr. The
elder Chapman was a
songwriter and musician who
on weekends would leave his
music store and travel to
Nashville, Tenn., in pursuit of a
musical career.
Chapman said he remembers
his father working with some of
the people who worked with
Elvis Presley, and t heir telling
Chapman Sr. what it would cost
him to be a star, in terms of
time missed with his young
family.
After thinking it over and
counting the cost, the elder
Chapman gave up his pursuit of
a secular music career, Qhap·
man said he believes "it was
God's hand at work," because
"there is... no telling where our
family would have ended up if
Dad had taken that route."
Chapman's music career
began when he started playing
guitar with his brother Herb Jr.
in elementary school. They per·
formed for churches and dvic
groups, mixing in popular songs
with Christian music. Chapman said it was about this time
that he began to write songs.

Chapman attributes some of
his earlier musical influences to
groups like Christian artists
Dallas H olm, the Second
Chapter of Acts, and pop artists,
the Doobie Brothers, Michael
McDonald and the late Jim
Croce. Chapman taught himself
to play piano but said he gave
more thought to "being a seasion guitar player." He said he
never thought of Christian
music as being a career for him.
Chapman's first. religious ex. perience took place, as he tells
it, "one normal Sunday moming." He said he felt a very real
call - a "knowing that the Lord
was calling me" sort of feeling.
Chapman said he went forward
during the church service that
day and accepted Christ into his
heart. He calls it "a very real
commitment." He was then
eight years old.
Chapman attended
Georgetown College, a small
Southern Baptist college
located in central Kentucky,
where he intended to enter a
pre-med program. During the
summer, when school was out,
he and brother Herb worked at
Opryland amusement park.
After one semester at
Georgetown. Chapman
transferred to Anderson College
and changed his major to music
business. He credits GOO with
directing the move.
During this time, he continued to write his music. Soon
his songs were in demand. Per·
formers like Christian artist
Sandi Patti and The Imper ials,
a southern gospel group, were
performing Chapman's songs.
Chapman's permanent move
to Nashville came after another
summer of working at
Opryland. He transferred again
to another college, this time
choosing Belmont College in
Nashville.
He met his future wife, Mary
Beth, there, and they were mar·
ried on Oct. 10, 1984.

1986 proved to be a good year
for Chapman. He signed an exclusive publishing and recor ding agreement with Lorenz
Creative Servies and Sparrow
Records. It was also the year
that daughter Emily was born.
In 1987, his first album on t he
Sparrow label came out. With
the appearance of the album,
First Hand, Steve knew he was
ready to move full-time into the
realm of professional Christian
music.
Chapman, who is described by
his booking manager Debbie
Apple as ..personally the most
humble man I've ever met,"
· said the album's initial success
didn't really suprise him.
He said he felt like God had
been so "intimately involved"
with him in what he was doing
(on the album).
It was while he was at Belmont that Chapman met
another individual who is an in·
tegral part of his professional
life - manager Dennis Disney.
Disney said Chapman has
been nominated for a Grammy
Award this year for Best Male
Solo Gospel Performer. "He has
been nominated along with
Lamell Harris, Steve Green,
Michael W. Smith and Russ
Taff," he said.
In addition to his Grammy
nomination, Chapman has been
nominated for a Dove Award,
gospel music'~ version of the
Grammy Award, for Songwriter
of t he Year. Apple said he was
also voted 1988 Male Artist of
the Year by the the Christian
radio trade journal Christian
R adio R esearch. "We were all
very excited by that because it
is a prestigious nomination,"
she said.
This experience is not a new
one to Chapman, who in 1987
was voted Best New Artist for
1987, again by the CRR
Reader's Poll, and received
nominations that same year for

courtesy of STEVEN CURTIS CHAPMAN

STEVEN CURTIS CHAPMAN, a Paducah native, has become one
of the leading entertainers and song writers In the Christian
music world.
Dove Awards for 1987 Song of espouses - is vividly reflected
in his newest release.from Spar·
the Year <"Hiding Place"), and
1987 Contemporary Album of row .R ecords, Real Life
Conversations.
the Year ("First Hand'').
The album is described as
Apple also said Chapman has
hinging on " ...(Chapman's) own
a very busy schedule and usualconvictions about· the imporly likes to play about 200 days
tance of communication, not on·
out of the year. However, she
ly with God, but with family,
stressed that no matter how
friend!!, and people God wants
busy he is, he is ''very, very
to touch," via Chapman's music
ministry-oriented."
" H e loves (touring ) . ministry.
Apple said Chapman will be
Whenever possible, he takes his
back in the studio working on
wife and child with him," Apple
another album soon. "He has
said. She said Chapman has no
the third week in April schedulback-up band, preferring to
ed for rehearsal, with the last
work with just his guitar and a
week in April scheduled for
Digital Audio Tape machine.
studio time. After lhat, there
"Steve feels like the Lord
are scattered dates in May that
wants him to give altar calls at
he will be in the studio," she
every concert," Apple said, in
said."
reference to Chapman's one-onChapman's plans for the
one style of music ministry.
future are simple. He just wants
In Chapman ·s own words, he
wants all of his songs to "con- to be "where GOO directs him."
tinually push people back into He said he doesn't try to second·
the Word (the Bible) to search guess the future.
"I want to continue (my) con·
things out for t hemselves."
This one-on·oneness - this cert ministry and writing songs,
personal touch relationship but, above all, my heart's desire
philosophy that Chapman is to grow in the Lord," he said.

Murray Gulf
South 12th Street
~ 75 3-91 64

Mechanic on Duty
Monday - Friday 8:30a.m. - 5 p.m.
"Free Car Wash With Fill-U "

WIN

$1,000
Any Minute l
Details On

Z§mDJ
@ 1989 Pennyrile Broadcasting Co.

Rllison P otographg
Valen tina Spacial
1 -8 X 10
2-5 x7
8 wallets
for $25
includ es
sittin& ree
and choice of
proofs

Thanks IlKA for letting us be a part of your
1989 Dream Girl Calendar

J11.{{ison Pfwtograpliy
60'7 S. 4th St.
753-8809
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Spare-,time scarce;
enjoyed when fo~nd
By HALEY ANN FOX
Staff Writer

Spare time seems to be a rare
phrase in most Murray State
students' vocabularies.
Therefore, it may be help€ul to
define it.
Spare time is time that isn't
spent attending classes, doing
endless amounts of homework,
writing term papers, working
on class projects or rushing to
and from various meetings.

510 Main St.

753-2975

" Watching TV" was
the most common reply that students gave
when asked how they
spend their spare time.
time listening to music, being
with his friends and watching
television.

"Watching TV was the most
And different students have common reply that students
different ways of using that gave when asked how they
spare time.
spend their spare time. Most admitted they are addicted to at
Kristy Stinnet, a senior office least one soap opera, and some
administration major from Kut- even confessed to arranging
tawa, said she sleeps whenever their class schedules around
she bas a chance. "When I come their favorite soaps or taping
in from class in the afternoon I them while they are in class.
hit the bed. My friends know
when I'm taking a nap and
However, there are students
know not to disturb me," Stin- who vary from this routine.
net said. '
Tammy Mckinney, a senior
Nancy Jessup, a freshman public relations DUJjor from
biology major from Marion, said Owensboro, said she enjoys
she paints her nails when she's riding her horse, Duke, playing
not busy studying.
golf and taking occasional trips
'south of the border' when she
Well, maybe their activities bas the time, while Kevin
aren't going to save the world Ol' Crider, a senior international
even make a noticeable change. marketing major from
But what it all amounts to is Mayfield, spends his spru·e time
that students spend their free working out at Flex-It.
time doing things which they
All in all, students agree that
enjoy.
their spare time is hard to come
Jody Owen, a senior public by and say that whenever they
relations mojor from Dixon, have it they always try to make
said he likes to spend hi~ spare the most of it.

14" Pizza

--- thin crust

$2 off
NO COUPON NECESSARY

Al"e you. ttl"ef£ of &u.ytn9 Va.tenttne
9tfts ( Ca.nc£y & f'towel"s) tha.t c£on't
ta.st?
f'ol" sometfa.tn9 c£tff el"ent
( U.ntqu.e & Lon9ta.sttn9) tl"y:

The IJ£ltl Raspberry
Loce~uc£

on the squ.a.re
416 tta.tn St.

75!-0859
-----~-----------------------------------·

15!al off· 8T01tEWttlE
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Summer Job Fair
Tuesday, Feb. 7
10a.m.-4p . m.

Curris Center Ballroom
Ap p lie a tions/In t~rviews
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Jourriansm· g·rads·· exCel hi fields of stUdy
By STEPHANIE HENSON
StaH Writer

Deadlines, editing, writing
and reporting are a major part
in the everyday lives of Brad
Holbrook, Jackie Hays and
Karl Harri~n.
The three have something
else in common. They are all
graduates of Murray State
University who have become
successful in television broadcasting and journalism.
1

My ambition has not
been met because I
am still anxious to
grow, expand and
b e come more
successful. I
-Holbrook
Brad Holbrook, now achorman and executive editor of
three newscasts at WPIX television station in New York City,
graduated from MSU in May
1976 but did not get a job in
television broadcasting until
August.
Holbrook began his career in
Decatur, lll.- working six days
a week, 12 hours a day and getting paid $150 a week, he said.
This job opened the door to the
industry, Holbrook said.

After seven months, Holbrook
went to Reno, Nev., for two
years, then to Tulsa, Okla., for
two years, next to Boston for
two and a half years and finally
to New York City, where he hit
the big time in 1982.
Each new place was a step up
the career ladder, he said.
"I liked being challenged
because it heiped me grow and
learn," Holbrook said.
When he left each station he
believed that he had learned all
he could from that particular
place and it was time to move
on.
One newscast he now does,
USA Tonight, is sent by
satellit.e to stations all across
the nation, and the stations
may play it whenever they
choose.
New York City has eight
television stations, so the
business is very competitive
there, Holbrook said.
"I enjoy what I do. but there is
very little job security because I
am signed to a contract so there
is no guarantee that I wil1
always have my job," Holbrook
said.
The television newsman also
said few opportunitiel> are left
for advancement in the broad·
casting business for tiim. The
next step up would be a network
station in New York or a na·
tional station, he said.

(Robert )
McGaughey, Dr. (Ray)
Mofield and Phil Bryan
were some people at
MSU who motivated
me. They always told
me the sky is the limit.
-Hays
~ or .

I

"My ambition has not been
met because I am still anxious
to grow. expand and become
more successful," Holbrook
said.
Jackie Hays described her job
as a Louisville station anchor·
woman as exciting and seldom
boring.
A 1979 graduate of Murray
State, Hays did her internship
work at WPSD TV-6 . in
Paducah.
"It (the internship) taught me
what the business was about,"
Hays said.
For five years, Hays worked
at WHAS television station in
Louisville. From there, she
went to KYW TV in
Philadelphia for four years.
Aft.er the birt h of her little girl,
however, Hays decided to go
back to Louisville, where she
now works at WAVE.

"I have no regrets about going
to Philadelphia because it made
me realize I can make it in the
'big time' also," Hays said.
Hays's job at. WAVE consists
of wt·iting and reporting news
stories.
"I anchor two newscasts and
do five live 30-second updates."
she said.
The number one thing in the
television news business is to be
a good writer, Hays said. You
have to be a journalist and it
takes everything you have got,
she said.
"Dr. (Robert) McGaughey, Dr.
<Ray) Mofield and Phil Bryan
were some people at MSU who
motivated me," Hays said.
"They always told me the sky is
the limit," she said.
Karl Harrison enjoyed
writing as a teenager and is
now doing it for a living at The
Paducah Sun. He began work
at the newspaper in 1969
following graduation from Murrav State.
Harrison said he worked m
the sports department of The
Sun for four years before he
began covering the issues of
politics and the General
Assembly in Frankfort.
After four years in that position, he transferred his career
to The Nashuille Bannerin Tennessee for two years. However,
Harrison is now back at The

SIJ.n, serving as the newspaper's
executive editor.
"When I started out in the
business, I was convinced I
wanted to be a sports writer,''
Harrison said. "What could be
better in life than to be paid to
go to ballgames and write about
t hem.."
When Harrison switched to
wr iting about politics he
thought politics and sports were
very similar.
He also said he believes journalism can be practiced just as
well at a small newspaper as it
can be at a big newspaper.
"I am very satisfied with my
job and have no regrets," Harrison said.
"If I ever decided to work for
another newspaper it would
have to be a growing
newspaper. and the job would
have to be very appeahng with
no negatives," he said. "The job
offer in Paducah was something
I did not want to miss," Har·
rison said.

Editor 's Note:This article is
the first in a series that will appear regularly about outstan·
ding graduates from the Uniuer·
sity's academic departments.
The graduates' names are sup·
plied fu staff writers by departmental chairpersons.
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a,nli fla,rlien Center

and read
The. Murray
State News
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Show them you care this Valentine's Day by selecting from the finest
quality in flower and balloon arrangements. Be sure to place your order
early to ensure best quality.
Ask about our unique Valentine's Airwalkers as well as 200 other
varieties of balloons.
500 N. 4th St.

"Gifts and Flowers That Show You Care"

753-3251

$25,200 PAYS FOR A
LOT OF COLLEGE.

Diamond :Earrtnqs
:From $50 A.nd UP. ·

L£ndsey 's Jewelers
nut"t"a.y & Ma.yftelc:£
114 Sott.th 5th.

753- 1640
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In the Army , while you're training In a valuable skill, you could earn up
to $25,000 for college or approved vocational/technical training
through the Montgomery Gl
Plus the Army College Fund. That's
money that could help you attend just about any educational program you

am

choose.
Talk it over with your local Army Recruiter.
Sgt. D•nny Green•
In

Murr•y :

In P•rla, Tenn:

502

753-7311

SI01 8.U·SI021

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Left-handers may ·not ·be out in 'right' fif!ld
By ANGIE WATSON
Staff Writer

Left-banders are in their
"right" mind, scientists tell us.
The dominant side of the brain·
for lefties is generally the right
side.
But for years left-banders
have simply been thought to be
out in left field.
Lefthandedness in Europe,
three centuries ago, was linked
with witchcraft and using the
left hand in public in Saudi
Arabia is still considered offen·
sive and unlawful.
In the United States, being
left-handed has almost become
trendy. Specialty etores in big
cities cater to lefties and the
Lefthanders International in
Topeka, Kan., keeps them
informed.
The ranks of American lefties
is impressive. Among them are
George Bush, Oprah Winfrey,

Don Rickles, Jay Leno, Whoopic
Goldberg, David Letterman and
Gerald Ford.
Yet, if you talk to some of the
nearly 25 million left-banders
in the United States, stories of
the days when being left·
handed was not "right" are still
abundant.
In 1930, Joe Rigsby, an assis·
tant art professor, was told by
his teacher that he would have
to learn to write with his right
hand.
"They made me do everything
right-handed because the world
was built for right-handed peo·
ple," he said.
"It didn't have a drastic effect," Rigsby said. "In a lot of
people it (converting to
righthandedness) causes stuttering and nervous disorders.
"The teachers in those days
.simply didn't have the
awareness and the body of
knowledge as to the use of the

\

FAMOUS LEFT-HANDERS
George Bush

Jack the Ripper

David Letterman /

Nj~'!:!.n

· Julius Caesar
Whoopie Goldberg

Gerald Ford

Oprah Winfrey

Harry S. Truman

~Lollpnis

Ted Koppel

Crystal Gayle

Joan of Arc

Goldie Hawn

JayLeno

brain and the dominant side of
the brain," Rigsby said.
Parents also encouraged
right-handedness.
"My father tried to get me to
use my right hand when I was 6
or 7," Zach Burchett, a senior
from Adairville, said. "I don't
know why he was 80 dead set on
my being right-handed. I guess
it was socially unacceptable at
the time. People don't realize it
but, back then in the South,
left-handed people weren't considered able."
Stephanie Barton, a junior
from Hartford, Ill., was a first at
her school.
"I was the first student the
nuns let go through left·
handed," she said. "All the
other kids, they'd rap their
knuckles with the ruler and
make them write with the right
hand.
"I've had friends who were
forced to write right-handed
and it was traumatic for them
because they were forced to do
it," Barton said. "I think that I
was lucky because my father
was lefthanded 80 he pushed for
my being left-handed."
Spiral notebooks with the
spiral on the left, can openers,
and pens that smear easily are
just a few inconveniences leftbanders deal with daily. Adapting to a right-handed world
becomes second nature, but
even for the most adjusted lefty,
some things pose more of a
challenge.
"I think my major problem
has been scissors," Barton said.
"I still can't use scissors. I have
other people cut for me."
"I remember when I was in
elementary school, I had trou-

Researchers credit the lefties'
ble with those desks that are
half desks. They didn't have success with the ability to in·
very many lefties (desks)," tegrate the logical left side of
Carol Julian, Developing Coor· the brain and the artistic right ..
dinator of the MSU Foundation, side.
Left-banders say their success
said.
is
a matter of adaptation.
" When you're eating next to
"Left-handed people are more
someone that is right-hanaed,
you knock elbows," Burchett sensitive than right-banders;
said. "That can create a we've had to adjust to getting
along in a right-handed world,"
problem."
Dr. ,Joe Cartwright, a history
If being left-handed creates professor, said.
some problems, it gives lefties
Perhaps the growing list of
the creativity to deal with it.
prominent
lefties will someday
The right side of the brain controls the left side of the body bring about a compromise, but
and is known for producing until then lefties will have to
keep on demanding their
creative thought.
' 'rights."
" Eventually right-handed
"I think statistically you'll
people
will become more sen·
fmd more left-banders in an art
department than a chemistt·y sitive," Cartwright quipped.
department,·• Michael JohnRon " We need a left-handed conassociate professor of art, said. sciousness raising."

8¢ ·

GRAND

SALE!

OPENING!
The Stables Specialty Hamburger
Shoppe is pleased to announoo its Grand
Opening in coqjunction with the Curris
Centers Birthday Celebrations.
4 p.m. · Ribbon Cutting Ceremonies
7:30 p.m. - Barbara Bailey Hutchison,
voted top college
entertainer for 1988.

Photo by JOHN WATSON

GETTING INK on their hands when they write Is only one of the
many problems which face left-handera In this right-handed
world.
·

Come join in the festivities to celebrate the
Curris Center's 8th Birthday!

8¢ Popcorn
and

Happy 8th

Campus Recreation
and
The Gameroom
Present
8¢ Bowling and 1/2 price.pool on
Tuesday, Feb. 7 from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
to celebrate the Curris Center's 8th
Birthday!

8¢ "Little-Big"
Cookies
University
Bookstore

-------~--------------------------------------~

Store Hours;
Monday-Friday 8 a.m. • 5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. · 1 p.m.
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Students work variety of jobs on campus
By PAMELA BOYD
Staff Wnter

With approximately 1,300
student workers listed on Mur·
ray State's first payroll of 1989,
Joyce Gordon, assi~:~tant director
of ::~tudent employment and ~;tu ·
dent financial aid, believes the
University is ''heavily depen·
dent upon the student work
force ."
Gordon said she believes Murray State utilizes and depends
' more on its student workers
than most other institutions do.
Examples of the jobs student
workers currently occupy on
campus, she said, include posi·
tions in food service, housing,
the Curris Center and in
several departmental and skill·
related jobs. Individual tasks
might be serving at the Stables,
acting as a Residence Adviser
(RA), working in the bookstore
or as a lab instructor.
Gordon also commented on a
recent study of student
employees which revealed that
" a little over 50 percent of the
students work at jobs within
their majors or in related
areas."
Most of those students, Gordon said,..took the initiative by
making direct contact in their
field or department with prospective employers." If a stu·
dent's skill is in a specific
department or area, "it is a
good idea to make personal contact," she said.
Suggested steps for students
wanting to apply for University
positions are very simple. First,
a student should contact or stop
by the student employment and
financial aid office on the lower

·'The main advantages
to my job has to be
maki n g my' ow n
schedule (on approval), and the easy
access.'
-Haile
floor of Sparks Hall. Next, an
appropriate application should
be filled out by the student. If a
student is eligible for federal
financial aid, the student will
be placed in a file for contact
when there is an available position, if no immediate position is
open.
If a student does not show
enough financial need, his
name will be filed according to
that information. Gordon said
all information is fed into a
data-base system for easy access. A simple computer search
can match students with
. available openings, she said.

Gordon also said general feedback to her office from students
is usually positive. "Most
students are happy with their
positions because their main advanta.ge is that their (class)
schedules are of top concern."
She said she believes most
employers on campus unders·
tand that "students are
students fll'st." Krista} Haile, a
junior from Nortonville and an
assistant in the Carr Health
Building, agrees it is important
that the student worker have a
flexible s-:heduling of work
hours.

~ . l!'lstant

y

Weekend
Transportation

"The main advantages to my
}ob has to be making my own
schedule {on approvall, and the
If a student does have a problem with his job, Gordon said
that it is not a major problem to
change to another type of job if
there is an opening.
" We do not frown upon
change," Gordon said. " We
understand that a student may
want to work until something
in their own field opens up, and,
then, the change is a positive
one." However, a few former
student employees, like Matt
Sullivan, a senior from Benton,
lll., had complaints about their
jobs. Sullivan said he believes
there were not enough hours to
go around for the students sharing work responsibilities at the
music control station in the
Curris Center. "Minimum wage
just wasn't enough for the small
number of hours we were
scheduled,'' Sullivan remarked.
On the other hand, Greg
Thompson, a sophomore from
Benton and an RA, said his
hours were sometimes too much
for his schedule but that his pay
was sufficient.
Gordon said the success of the
student employment program
will depend a great deal upon
whether the federal minimum
wage is increased in the near
future. Former budget cuts, she
acknowledged, did not hurt the
University's program.
"Although a future minimum
wage increase would benefit the
students, at the same time, the
federal work study program
could only spend at the same
level as it did previously," she
noted.

Photo by DAVID WE88

BUGLE BOY - Jeff Stone, a freshman f rom Bardstown and student worker for the National MuMum for the Boy Scouts of
American, logt a bugle formerly owned by Chief Justice Warren
Burger Into the museum's collectlona.

¢

Murray Chrysler Dodge
Car. Rental
If you need transportation for a weekend
trip home, or just for daily driving.

Call Ron 753-7114
See about our student
discounts.
604 South 12th St.
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Friday

Feb.3

Art Lecture. "The Woodcut in Three
Dimensions; The High Art of
Japanese Gardens." Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery, fourth floor of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building, 7:30 p.m.
Free admission.
Kevin Ann Cockrell B.S. Exhibition Begins. Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery, upper level, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Building.
Last Day. Last day to remove an " X"
that was received during previous
semester of residence.
Open Horse Show. West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center, 7 p.m. Admission $2.

-

Deadline. Final day to submit ap·
plication for International Student
Exchange Progam. See Around
Campus.

Saturday

Afternoon Tea. Alpha Kappa Psi
Profel!Sional Business Fraternity. All
business majors and minor~; mvited.
Cumberland Room, Curris Center, 4
p.m. For more information contact
Sherry Meadows at 753-3376.
AQUA Horse Show. West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
C!=!nter, 8 a.m. Free admission.
Basketball Doubleheader. R~cers
vs. Austin Peay, 12:30 p.m., Racer
Arena, ESPN televised. Lady Racers
vs. Austin Peay, 3 p.m.

Feb.S

Guest Piano Recital. Janice
Winger, University of Michigan at
Columbia. Annex Recital Hall in
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, 3:30
p.m. Free admission.
AQUA Horse Sh ow. Continues.

Monday

Feb.6 .

Last Day. Last day to drop a 16 week
course without a grade, Records Of.
flee, Sparks Hall.

TROPICAL21
(INSTANT WIN GAME CARD)

Auditions for n Win
Some, Lose Some''
Auditions for male and female co·
hosts for Murray State University's
first game show will be Feb. 7 and 8
at 7 p.m. in MSU-TV 11 Studio A.
Auditions are open to any MSU student and faculty or staff member. To
schedule an audition, contact Dr. Bob
Lochte at 762-4662.

Library Tour for International Students
International students interested in
touring the library may do so day or
night by scheduling a time with Ruth
Perkins in the Foreign Student Office
at 7{)2-3089.

. Parents' Night Out
The Lady Racer volleyball program
is having a fund-raising parent and
family night Feb. 11 from 6 p.m. to
midnight in the Carr Health
Building.
Parents can participate in recrea·
tional activities, or children 7 years
or older can be left there alone.
Anyone is welcome, but children
under age 6 must be with a parent.
A $5 fee per person will benefit the
volleyball program.

''Campus Lights''
The 52nd annual s tudent written
an d d irected musical production will
be in Lovett Auditorium Feb. 9-12.
Performances are 8 p.m. Thursday
through Saturday and 2:30 p.m. on
Sunday.

Admission prices arc $5 for adults,
$3 for studentR and senior citizens,
$2.50 for children. Children age 3 and
under are admitted for free.
For reservations or more inform&·
tion call the Department of Music at
762-4288.

Deadll·ne to Parti.CI.pate
in Overseas Exchange
The March 1 deadline to apply for
the International Student Exchange
Program aSEP) has been moved up to
Feb. 3 so the ISEP staff will have time
to process the 1,200 applications.
Completed application packets
should be turned in to the Center for
International Programs Office on the
second floor in the Lowry Center.
For more information , contact Celia
Wall {lt 762-3159.

Feb . 4~--------------------------------------~~~~---------
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Sunday

AROUND CAMPUS

Tuesday

Feb. 7 Wednesday

United CampUB Ministr ies in
Higher Education Meeting. Room
111 Wells Hall, 7 p.m. Tracey
Eldredge group leader. Activities and
dil!Cussion about politics, friends and
~mpus life. For m~re information
contact Barb~a Nash at 753-3531.
Coffeehou se Concert.Barbara
Bailey Hutchinson in The Stables,
Curris Center, 7:30p.m.
Summer Job Fair. For all majors.
Curris Center Ballroom, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.
Au ditions for " Win Some, Lose
Some." See Around Campus.
Basketball. Lady Racers vs. South
Alabama, Racer Arena, 7:30p.m.
GED Test Da te. Counseling and
Testing Center in Ordway Hall, 8
a.m., $10 fee. For more information
call 762-6861.

Feb. a

Auditions for "Win Some, Lose
Some." Continues.
Video Teleconference. Motivation:
The Key to Performance. Curris
Center. $10 for faculty and staff and
$5 for students. To register, contact
Marilyn McCuiston at 762-4229.
J.C. Penney Company, Inc. Interviews. Management Trainee and
summer intern positions. Schedule
times with Placement Service,
762-3736.
K-Mart Apparel Interviews. Apparel Manager Trainee positions.
Schedule times with Placement Service, 762-3735.
Introductory Meeting for Com·
petive Swim Club. Men and women
welcome. Room 109 Carr Health
Building, 3:30p.m. For more information contact Tom Hirsch at 753-8374.
GED Test Date. Continues.
Basketball. Racers vs. Memphis
State, Racer Arena, 7:30p.m.

United Campus Ministries ·in
Higher Education Meeting. Room
111 Wells Hall, 7 p.m. Kristy Stuckle
group leader. •
Camp us Movie: "Bi g." Curris
Center Theater. Admission is $1 at 3
p.m. and $1.50 with student ID at 7
p.m. and 9:30p.m.
Basketball. Racers vs. Memphis
State, Racer Arena, 7:30p.m.

· Thursday

Feb.9

Uarco, Inc. Interviews. Production
Management Trainee position.
Schedule times with Placement Office, 762-3735.
Northwestern Mutu al Life Interviews. Sales positions. Schedule
times with Placement Office,
762-3735.
Cinema Interna tional Film. "The
Atomic Cafe." Curris Center Theater,
7:30p.m. Free admission.
"Campus Lights"
Around Campus.

Begins. See

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
RUB OFF ALL 3 SPOTS ABOVE.
IF YOUR TOTAL SCORE

EQUALS
ANY NUMBER BELOW, YOU

WIN ntAT PR!ZB.

NO PURCHASE
NECESSARY

If you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
college. And afterwards .

I

l12l2

ARMY ROTC

11313

THE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

FOR 1 RENTAL M ·1H.
FOR 2 RENTAL ANi DAY

I14IFREE RENTALANY DAY

l1sl

BLANK VCR TAPE

1161

TRAVEL ALARM

niE5E ARE JUST A FEW OF1HE
PRI ZES AVAlLA.BLE.

Call
Major John Klemencic
762-4123

STOP IN TODAY FOR MORE
DETAILS AND YOUR GAME CARD

-

HOME TV I APPLIANCE

CENTRAL CENTER

753-7670

Be sure to t/ check out The Murray State News
for the lastest in news, sports and campus events.
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Racers record big win over Middle 71-67
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

Pressure defense and a pro·
ductive bench led the Racers to
two Ohio Valley Conference
wins this week and a tie for the
conference lead.
Monday night the Racers
banded Middle Tennessee State
Uni versity their first con·
ference loss with a 71 -67
victory.
Middle had been averaging
over 91 points a game before in·
vading Racer Arena, but the
Racers slowed the tempo down
to come away with the win.
" We slowed the game down
because we play better that
way," said senio1· guard Don
Mann. ''This win was a big con·
fidence booster for us."
Mann fini shed the game with
13 points and six rebounds.
"The guards bad to do some re·

.-Boa,

MIDDLE TENNESSEE
MURRAY STATE
,

'* ,AUSnN
; . : PEA.Vi
· ·. ;: :

TENNESSP1'ECH
EASTERN KENtUCKY
MOREHEAD STATE
.TENNESSEE srA'lE

bounding because Middle was
doing a good job of blocking out
our big men," Mann !laid.

BASKElBALL
Jeff Martin led the Racers
with 19 points, but shot only
five of 20 from the field. "Middle did a good JOb on Jeff," head
coach Steve Newton said. "But
Jeff showed some real maturity
by not giving up."
The Racer bench was an im·
portant part of the game as they
combined for 22 points, led by
freshman center Popeye Jones'
14 points and 13 rebounds.
"Reboundinl{ was the key for
us tonight, and Popeye Jones
had a great game," Newton
said.
Junior Chris Ogden, a for·
ward from St. Louis, added 10
points and 10 rebounds.

.
5

5
4
3
2
1
1

Last Saturday night, the
Racers easily defeated Ten·
m•sf!ec State University 87-55.
The Racers' defensH held Tennessee State to 25 points in the
second half. ''I asked the
players to take charge in the
first three minutes of the second
half. and they did," Newton
said.

"T thought we played very
well overall, and it couldn't
have come at a better time,"
Newton said.
The Racers· bench also played
an important role against Tennes.'!ee State, scoring a combined total of 34 points, led by
Terence Brooks' 15 points.
"I was glad that we got to play
everyone," Newton said. ''The
team is starting to come
together as a unit."

L

Jeff Martin once again led the
Racers as he ripped the nets for
32 points on 12 of 17 shooting,
including three of four three
point shots.

1
1

Linzie Foster, .a senior for·
ward from St. Louis, led the
team in rebounds with 10.

~ f'

3
4
5
5

The Racers, now 5-l in the
conference and 13·6 overall,
will play Austin Peay State
• University tomorrow afternoon
in Racer Arena beginning at
12:30. Wednesday night, the
Memphis State Tigers will invade Racer Arena, with
gametime at 7:30.

Pholo by TIM NOLCOX

RACER CENTER Llnzle Foster makes a difficult reverse layup In
the Racers' 87-55 victory over Tennessee State University last
Saturday night In Racer Arena.

Ladies split two games
By _KENNY DARE
Staff Writer
It was a week of highs and
lows for the Lady Racer basket·
ball team, as they scored a
season -high 102 points in
beating Tennessee State
University but then lost their
first home game of the season to
Middle Tennessee State
University.
Against Tennessee State,
Murray opened up a 12-0 lead
and never looked back on its
way to a 102·50 win Saturday
night in Racer Arena.
In addition to the 102 points
scored, the Lady Racers also set
single-game highs for the
season in winning margin, 52
points, and in field goals made,
with 40.
Sheila Smith, a senior from
Memphis, Tenn., and Mkhelle
Wenning, a sophomore from
New Washington, Ind., each

the Lady Racers, as they lost
71-68 Monday nighL in Racer
Arena.
The biggest miscue occurred
with under a minute to play and
Murray up 68-67. Afler Middle
Tennessee missed a shot, two
Lady Racers struggled with
each other for the rebound and
Smith, the Lady Racers' all- were called for travelling.
time career scoring leader, Given a second chance, Middle
scored her 2,00pth career point Tennessee then scored to take
on a free throw at the 16:30 the lead with 22 seconds left to
play.
mark of the second half.

scored 23 points to lead the
Lady Racers. Rona Poe, a senior
from Benton, added 16 points.

WOMEN'S

BASKE1BALL

"That was the turning t>oint
Smith is averaging 21.2
points per game this season on of the game," Lady Racer head
44 percent shooting from the coach Bud Childers said. ·
field.
Murray had led by seven, at
60-53, with 4:30 to play but
The Lady Racers led 52-23 at Middle fought back and took
halftime and were up by a high the lead at 65-64 with 2:32 left.
of 55 points, 100-45, late in the From there, the lead changed
second half.
hands four time-s before the
Lady Raiders pulled away in
Against Middle Tennessee, the final seconds.
mistakes down the stretch cost
Karen Johnson led the Lady
Racers with 23 points and 12 re·
OVC WOJDN'S BAIIDTBALL STANDINGS
bounds. Smith was never allow·
ed by the Middle Tennessee
w
L
defense to get on track ofTen·
sively, she fini!ihed with just 12
TENNESSEE TECH
1
5
points.

· MIDDLE rt'ENNESSEE
MURRAY STATE

Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

LADY RACER Sheila Smith powers up a shot Inside against Tennessee State University last Saturday night In Racer Arena. The
Lady Racers won the contest 102-50 behind Smith's 23 points.
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"If we would have won this
game we would have been in
the driver's seat for the (Ohio
Valley Conference) champion·
ship," Childers said. "But two
losses will still win it."
Murray is 14-5 on the season,
8·1 at home. The Lady Racers
are 4-2 in OVC play.
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Austin Peay visits Murray

for two afternoon contests
By RICKY THOMPSON
Sports Editor
The Racers and Lady Racers
are gearing up for their final
two games of a mid-season
home stand. with both teams
meeting Austin Peay State
University Saturday.

BASKEtBALL
The men's squad comes off a
win over Ohio Valley Conference rival Middle Tennessee
State University to earn an opportunity to make a run for the
league crown.
The Racers will prepare for
the season rematch with APSU
with the earlier nationally
televised 84-75 loss to the
Governors in mind.
Although revenge is not a factor, senior forward Jeff Martin
said the OVC-opening loss has
not been forgotten .
"The memory that they beat
us is there," Martin said.
Both Martin and head coach
Steve Newton expressed that
· the Racers will need to play
solid defense for a victory on
Saturday.
"The defense is carrying the
ball team right now," Newton
said.
Newton also said the Racers
- need to control the tempo of the
game and get the ball inside. He
said most games are won or lost
in the paint.
"We're down to crunch time,"
Newton said.

!sPoRTs NOTEBOoK!
Did you know

Newton said the Racers' role
''Rebounding' s been our
playing and team chemistry is strength for the last three
• that Jeff Martin has an all-american brother at the University of
excellent and the team is right years," he said.
where they expected to be at
He said the Lady Racers need Arkansas? Wayne Martin, a senior defensive tackle was named to
this point in the season.
to continue pushing the ball up the Associated Press College Football AU-American team and apHe said 13-6 is an excellent the floor, which is something peared on the Bob Hope Christmas Special. He is expected to be a
record in light of the early they didn't do the last ten first round draft choice in the National FootbaU League this fall .
tough schedule the Racers minutes of the game Monday.
"Karen Johnson is the heart • that the Racers have a 23-7 home record versus Austin Peay
endured.
and
soul behind our running State University? MSU won the first 14 contests played between .
The boys in blue and gold will
the two schools.
game,"
he said.
meet another tough opponent in
said
the
Lady
Racers
Childers
Memphis State University on
have been getting inconsistent • that men's tennis coach Bennie Purcell is the fourth winningest
Wednesday at Racer Arena.
play from their post players. He coach in Division I? He boasts a 432-170 record to date.
Last year the Racers lost a said he would like to see forclose one to the Tigers in over- ward Michelle Wenning do
time 76-70 at the Mid-South more offensively for the team.
Coliseum. The Racers will try to
"Austin Peay gave us a tough
avenge last season's loss game at their place," Childers Lady Racer guard Sheila Smith is the only MSU women's basketVfednesday.
said of the earlier meeting this ball player to ever score more than 2,000 points. She broke the barrier during the Lady Racers' 102-50 victory over Tennessee State
The Lady Racers, on the other season.
Child4lrs said the conference University on January 28.
hand, will try to bounce back
from a 71-68 loss to MTSU, a race is still wide open and
game in which a victory would although the Lady Racers are
have put them in the driver's down, they are not out.
Defens~
After the APSU rematch, the
seat in the OVC.
Lady Racers will look to meet
Head coach Bud Childers said three of the best players they The defensive play of sophomore guard Paul King is one reason for
it was uncharacteristic of his will see all season in the game the Racers' six-game winning streak. He has allowed only 31
team to give a game away by with the University of South points in his last five assignments, an average of6.2 points a game.
not grabbing key rebounds in Alabama Tuesday in Racer The players King guarded made just 14 of 55 field goals for 26 per·
cent and one of 10 three-point shots.
the fmal seconds Monday night. Arena.
three
South
Alabama
boasts
Childers said ..that the · Lady
Racers weren't overconfident players who average over 17 to
going into Monday's game, but 20 points a game. Childers said
the Lady Jaguars even received
just content.
some
top-twenty votes this
" The Middle loss was a wake
The Lady Racer indoor track team placed third with 59 points in
week.
up call," Childers said.
He said the match will be • the University of Missouri Invitational in Columbia, Mo., SaturThe Lady Racers will need to another great challenge and op- day behind Missouri with 126 points and Southern Ulinois University with 76 points. The team of Val Bowser, Nina Funderburk,
rebound, execute the fast break, portunity for an upset.
and have significant bench conKim Kohler and Stephanie Saleem won the mile relay with a time
"They are just as tough . as
tribution to win over APSU,
of 3:55.44. The team of Funderburk, Kathy Mueller and Jackie
Western," .Childers said.
Murzynowski won the two-mile relay.
Childers said.

Smith breaks 2,000

King of

Women finish third

Bar-B-Q
$2.29 Special
Large Bar-8·- a
and Fries
Convenient Drive-Thru

753-0045

806 Chestnut St.
ENGINEERS
Ent er the growing . fiel d
of Nu clear En g ineering.
Immediate openings in:Technical Management:
managerial and technical responsibilities.
Nuclear Power Instructors: instruct in science
and technology of nuclear propulsion to nuclear
propulsion managemel'}t candidates.
QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum junior status working
toward a BNBS degree. Applicants must be no more
than 26 years old (varies by program) . Relocation
required. Applicants must pass aptitude and physical
examinations and qualify for security clearance. U.S.
citizenship required.
BE NEFITS:
$1 ,000/month your last two years of
college, additional monetary bonuses, promotion
program, medical/dental coverage, 30 day paid
vacation/year, and life insurance.

For additio nal Inf ormation call:
Lt. Colvin at 1-800-777-NAVY.

*

A position is now open in the SGA
Senate for the College of Humanistic
Studies -Applications are in the
SGA office- Deadline- Noon, Feb. 14
- Interviewing will be that afternoon.

*

Feb. 6- Valentines Day Flowers
can be ordered for that Special
Sweetheart or Teacher. Orders will
be taken in the Curris Center
Directory across from the University
Store.

For more information contact the SGA /UCB
office at 762 - 6951
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Two honored as outStanding participants
By KENNY DARE
Stall Writer
Scott Downing, a senior from
Malden, Mo., and Connie Ros;:;,
n sophomore from Calloway
County, were honored Tuesday
ns the outstanding male and
female intramural participants
for the fall semester.
"Scott and Connie are real
good examples of the flexibility
and versitility possible in intramurals," Intramural Coordinator Dawn Griffin said.
Downing, an industrial educa-

ball. He has been involved in intramurab nll four yeurs while
at Murray State.

iN I RAMURALS
"l had a lot of fun," Downing
said of the fall semester. "It's
an excellent program."

Ross, a physical education
major, participated in flag football, softball, basketball and
volleyball.

Griffin noted that participa·
tion in intramurals is increas·
tion major, participated in soft- ing, especially among women.
There are a lot of advantages
ball, flag football and basket-

in intramural participation,
Griffin said, "Including the
release of stress, becoming more
physically fit and being able to
compete in things you t.>njoy."
Overall, Griffin was pleased
with the intramural programs
of the fall semester, her frrst as
intramural coordinator.
"On a scale of one to 10, l'd
give it a n eight,'' she said.
Among intramur·al programs
being offerl!rl this semester are
floor hockey in late February
and volleyball and coed softball
in March.

Men compete at Kodak
By MARSHALL SILLS
Staff Writer

This past Saturday the men's
track team was scheduled to appear at the University of
Missouri at Columbia to compete, but head coach Stan
Narewski had another idea.

TRACK

Photo by ANDREW PORTA

INTRAMURAL JUNKIES Scott Downing and Connie Ross were
named male and female Intramural participants for the fall
semester last Tuesday.

TERRA~IN

STATION

Present this coupon ond receiue ony

His idea was to take three of
his Racers to one of the top 10
indoor meets in the country, the
Eastman-Kodak indoor track
meet held at East Tennessee
State University.
The three Racers who competed did well, with one placing
and the other two barely missing out on the finals.
The top finisher for the Racers
was junior Itai lllouz, a transfer
from Boise State University,

who competed in the
200-meter dash and was electrically timed at 22.00 seconds.
Lonnie Greene triple jumped
48 feet 6 inches, but his efforts
left the senior out of the qualify.
ing rounds.
In what Leigh Golden called
his most competitive challenge
so far this season, tho junior
clocked a time of 7.80 seconds in
the 55-meter nurdles, well off
his personal best time of 7.57
seconds.
''We bad to run at 9 a.m. and
it's something I wasn't used to,"
Golden said. "I'm uAed to runn·
ing in the afternoons, but now
I'm swimming and running in
the mornings to get used to the
early hours."
This weekend the Racers were
tb try their fortunes in Hoosier
country, as they were to com·
pete at the University of In-

diann. But Narewski again has
altered the schedule as his team
will now lace up their spikes at
the .Mason-Dixon indoor meet
at Louisville's Freedom Hall.
The juggling of the schedule is
an attempt to get the Racers
more experience before the
Ohio Valley Conference championship indoor meet.
Golden is looking to redeem
himself this weekend and wants
another chance to clear his personal best time.
"I'm looking to get off to a
good start this time and run the
hurdles like I know I can,"
Golden said.
"We want people in Kentucky
to.know that Murray State is
dorng something," Narewski
said. "I can't wait to get up
there and get our guys cranked
up and get them going."

GOT THE BEST.••

two used comP.&cl discs for only $15.
Offer. ends Mar;ch 1, 1989

iiE

·New and Used Records,
.Tapes and Compact piscs
753-8926
605 Olive St.

Full Metal Jackal

Monday-Friday
10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Saturday
10 a .m.-5 p.m.

(502) 753-TRIP (8747)
Hwy. 121 Bypass
(Northwest corner of MSU campus)

GET.
fj0{j]f.J[jj][[Jf:!

••
Switching Channels

FlwComera

......__.._.

Thoroughly Modern
Millie

Everybody kOONSthat with HBO you get the best Big mOVtes. Cntically acclaimed oog1nal films.
E>«:lusive sport1ng events The biggest names In comedy And top perlormers •n concert. But did you
know that when you add Cinemax. you get the most movies on pay MOver 130 !ea1ures each month.
From Hoi!~ hrts. to IOleign and new wave hlms, to the hi'Tleless claSSICS So get HBO and C1nemax.
And you'll not only halle the best entertainment. '!bu'll also nave the most.

CA13..!;E

\llSl=N

Bei - Rlr Cente r

-HBe-

Limited Time Offer- - 99¢
Installation on your choice of Cinemax, !iillil!iilriifAmfi'IVC
HBO or both. You SAVE $9.01
~i!JI!JJIJ!.Jt '1!!1~

Martin recalls Olympic summer
David Robinson, who will join
the San Antonio Spurs next
season, received special atten·
The be s t c oll e giate tion from Martin.
basketblall players in the
"David Robinson was the only
United States gathered in Colorado Springs, Colo., at the U.S. player that I really wanted to
Olympic basketball trials last see play," he said. "He was
May with hopes of making the everything that I thought he
1988 Olympic basketball team; would be."
MSU's Jeff Martin was one of
On the first two da~ of the
·
them.
trial, the players were broken
Although Martin never made down into two groups and pracit to Seoul, the experwnce gain- ticed in those groups twice a
ed from those five days would day. The morning session,
have been a dream for any which usually began before the
sports fan. Sharing a locker sun rose, was used for drills,
with Danny Manning, receiving and the afternoon session was
a pass from Rex Chapman or for scrimmages. Martin said
getting a coaching tip from that he learned a lot from the
John Thompson, head coach of drills, but a person's play dur·
the Olympic team and ing the scrimmage decided
Georgetown University, were whether he was going to make
just a few of the things that hap- the team.
pened to Jeff Martin last
For t wo days, the players
summer.
put on the same team durwere
Martin arrived at the trials
with an open mind and strong ing the scrimmage period. Mar·
determination. He wasn't the tin enjoyed the team.Jike at·
most recognizable athlete on titude that was displayed on his
hand, but he still had the same team by Willie Anderson, Rex
Chapman, Stacey King, Jerome
goals as the other 92 players.
"Pooh"
Richardson and Dean
"I knew it would be hard, but
my purpose for going was to Garret.
"We lost our first game and
make the team," Martin said.
Like the rest of the players, we were all were pretty upset,
Martin was serious, but still so we got together and decided
wanted to have fun and meet that that wasn't going to hap·
some of the other players. But pen again and we won our next
By STEVE PARKER
Ass1stant Sports Editor

..................................................................

14K Gold
Herringbone or Rope
7" Bracelet

FACTORY
DISCOUNT
SHOES
16th & Main

Located next to the AT!l house.

Ladies'
Dress and Casual
Shoes

6 PAIRS
$29.95"
753-9419

Jeff Martin
few games. We really were a
team," Martin said.
During those scrimmages,
Martin was amazed by the
number of people that lined the
gym walls to watch practice.
"There were professional
coaches, college coaches ,
agents, scouts and general
managers watching us play,"
Martin said. "But coach Thompson wouldn't Jet any reporters
or agents talk to us the entire ·
time that we were there."
Thompson made it clear that
no player was more special than
the next player. Martin said
that the players were just
numbers on a roster and the
coaches had the whole day plan-

ned for each athlete.
"A lot of people don't like
coach Thompson, but I do.''
Martin said of the highly opi·
nionated Georgetown Universi·
ty coach. "I admire him for
coaching the Olympic team,
because there is so much
pre:;sure."
On the day of the first cut,
Martin scored in double figures
in the flrst half of a Saturday
morning scrimmage and felt
good about his effort. But later
that day he was released from
the team and his Olympic
dream ended before it ever
started.
However, Martin was not
devastated by his release,
because he prepared himself for
anything.
"If I made the cut I would go
with the rest of the team to
Denver to play in an exhibition
game the next night," he said.
"If I got cut I was going to call
my parents and have them pick
me up at the airport in
Memphis."
Martin said he felt that he
had a good showing during the
trials, but more importantly, he
learned a great deal.
"There is a fine line between
the great players and the good
players," Martin said. "I felt as

if I held my own and showed
people what I could do. I think
we have guys on ow: team
(MSU) that could have played at
the trials.''
One person that Martin impressed at the trials was Purdue
University head coach Gene
Keady.
"1 like him. Be's a great.
shooter and a good all·around
player. I think he surprised a
lot of people as to just how goodhe really is," Keady said.
Martin said that· the ex·
perience gained from the trials
was extremely valuable to his
play this year for the Racers.
The trials gave him range and
confidence to his jump shot as
well as helping him on the
defensive end.
He was the first OVC player
ever invited to an Olympic trial,
but that has not been the
highlight of his college career.
"The trials were great per·
sonally, but they weren't as
special as going to the NCAA
tournament last year," Martin
said.
There is no doubt that while
Martin was in Colorado Springs
last summer, he was the envy of
many basketball players and
fans. However, Jeff Martin
deserved to be there.

Welcome Back
Students
Take Advantage of the new

MSU Teller·Machine
Located on the second
level of The Curris Center
on the campus of Murray
State University, the
machine, jointly owned and
operated, serves customers
of both banks.
Provided for your convenience by:

of=ayJ.T
Member FDIC

ALPKALINK

Peoples
Bank
Member FDIC
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WAKE UP TO THE
MURRAY STATE
N EWS I
EUERY FRIDAY

.

Under watchful eye

Photo by CRAIG RAYCRAFT

' BREOS BASEBALL coach Johnny Reagan watches over one of hi s pitchers In t he bullpen during
the team's preseaso n workout at the new Reagan Field.

Riflers runners-up at Withrow.
By STEVE PARKER

Editor
The Murray St.ate rifle team
finished se~ond in the lOth an·
nual Roger Withrow lnvita
tiona! last weekend in Murray.
MSU finished behind Tennessee Tech . University who
returned their entire squad
from last year. Jacksonville
State University finished third,
followed by North Alabama
University, University of
Alaska-Fairbanks, University
of Tennessee-Martin, Middle
Tennessee State University,
Xavier University, University
of Kentucky and South Florida
University.
MSU rifle coach Elvis Green
was expecting Tennessee Tech
to win the invitational, but was
Assistant Sports

looking for a better effort from
his team.

RIFLE
However, three Racers shot
well in the two day event at
Stewart Stadium. Chris Curtis
recorded his personal best in
the smallbore competition with
a score of 1137. Curtis' previous
career high was 1121, shot on
Jan. 21 at the Tennessee Tech
University Invitational. MSU
leammate Don KristianRen
plnced second in the individual
air rifle competition with a
score of 390.
The top finisher for MSU was
Lance Goldhahn. Goldhahn's
score of 1163 in the smallbore
was good for first place in the

individual competition.
The invitational was used by
the National Rifle Association
as a preliminary_ tryout for an
invitation to the U.S. team
trials in Colorado. There were
61 qualifiers in air gun, seven
from MSU. Kathy Burke,
Angela McKeever, Curtis,
Spencer Coe, Don Martin, Jeff
Gates and Ann Talley all
qualified.
"I felt pretty good about our
smallborc score, but our air gun
score is not what it needs to be,"
Green said. "We've still got
some time to get a little bit
more serious."
The team will be in
Cookeville, Tenn., Saturday to
compete in the Tennessee Tech
Invitational.

GLORIA'S
Tanning Unlimited

Suntan Special

1 Month $42.50
Professional Body Wrap $25

1 Visit $3
5 Visits $12.50
1o Visits $25 + 2 Free
20 Visits $37.50 + 2 Free

Body Wrap Gel
Do-lt-Yourself $21
I

Jou-Jou Jeans, Now Only $17.50

Now Accepting VIsa & Mastercard
Dixieland Center

7 53 - 8 6 1 6

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

..

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
TRES~TESTCO~GE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply for Army ROTC summer leadership training. You'll develop confidence
and decisiveness essential for success.
And you11 qualify to earn officer credentials
while completing college.

Call Major John Klemencic 762-4123
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SALE!
0

0

OFF

All Warm-Ups
All Nike/Reebok
Fleece Sportswear
All Running Apparel

0

0

OFF

Lycra Tights/Shorts
Printed T-Shirts ·
All Fraternity/Sorority
Trimmed Nylon Jackets

0

OoFF

75 Styles of Shoes:
Nike, Reebok, Tretorn, Converse
New Balance and more!

SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

1203 Chestnut St. - Murray, Ky. - 753·8844

